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HOOPS up

.Awaken your inner child with Warner
Bros. new release of Looney Tunes.
-SEE LIFESTYLES, 88

I

Find out what's good about the
coming basketball season.
-SEE SPORTS, B3

'

uczek canned
After 18 years and a losing season, the football coach's UCF career is over
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

As Monday
rolled ·
·around, the
UCF football
program seemed to have taken
as many hits as it could in its
25th season of NCAA existence.
.Attendance at home games
is up, but so is the number of
losses in a mediocre 3-7 season. The woes increased with
last week's announcements
that
quarterback Ryan
' Schneider and three others
had been suspended, apparently after forging class attendance documents. While that
scapdal was building, a player
I was arrested on campus on
chargei:; of weapons possession.
Yet Athletic Director Steve
Orsini had one more announcement, one that some had anticipated but none expected this soon.
On Monday afternoon, UCF fired its
six-year head coach, Mike Kruczek.
1 While the news shocked many,
Orsini made it clear a change was
needed in the struggling program.
"He took it like a man," Orsini said.
"He understood the job I
had to do. I respect
the job he
did. I

department must pay Kruczek the remaining $849,000 over the life of that contract.
Another option would pay him a one-time
lump sum of about $798,000; neither he nor
Orsini have said which payout Kruczek will 1
choose.
That contract was negotiated after
Kruczek, who has coached at UCF since
1985, was aggressively courted last
December for coaching jobs at the universities of Louisville and Kentucky.
"I think he was surprised a little bit,"
Orsini said of Kruczek's reaction to his firing. "However, he says that he understands·
the basis for the decision. I don't expect him
to say he agrees with it. He didn't agree with
it, but he knows I have a job to do and I know
he has a job to do."
Assistant Head Coach Alan Gooch will
replace Kruczek in the interim while the
search for a replacement begins. Gooch is in
- STEVE ORSINI
his 21st year at UCF, and has served in a
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR
number of roles from recruiting coordinator
to secondary coach. Prior to starting hiS
coaching career at UCF in 1983, Gooch wore
thanked him for his hard work here, for his the black and gold as a running back for the
dedication and loyalty to UCF. I felt it was Knights.
..
my dec~sion that we weren't going in the
WJ::i.ne Gooch said he appreciates the
opportunity to coach, he also expressed
right direction. He understood that."
The release of Kruczek, who did not concern about replacing a good friend.
·
respond to the Future's calls for comment,
"Somebody asked me if it was like losing
comes with two games left in what already a brother," Gooch said. "It is like losing a
ranks as UCF's worst season in the history brother. We were together for 19 years. We
of its short Division 1-A tenure. Marred by shared a vision of what UCF should be. It's
the losses of players to academic ineligibili- sad to not have everybody on board as you
ty and injury in addition to the recent sus- continue that journey and help that vision
·
pensions, the Knights hit bottom last come alive."
Saturday with a 19-13 defeat by Eastern
Orsini took a personal hit as well. "I've
Michigan, a team ranked prior to kickoff as only been here a year-and-a-half, but he's a
low as 115th in the nation.
· great man and I've formed a very good relaKruczek's exit comes at a high price. tionship with him as a person," he said of the
With no buyout clause on the five-year former coach: "His family and my family get
, cont.ract extension he signed only together on a regular basis. He was very
this fall - giving him a base salary
PlfASE SEE LONG-TIME ON A2
of $185,000 a year - the athletic

"He took it like a
man. He understood
th_e jo_b I had to do. I
respect the job he
did. Ifelt it was my
decision tha·t we
weren't going in the
right direction. He
understood that."

A college sfudent's.guide to eating well
NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

UCF's Visual Arts Building has drawn recent criticism for being frightening after nightfall.

Safety qu~stioned ·
after attack in VAB

Students who skip meals to
lose weight or because they don't
have time to eat may be inadvertently slowing their metabolism,
increasing the likelihood of
weight gain, said Preeti W:Jlkhu,
UCF's campus dietician.
For a healthy lifestyle, students should not starve .themselves but rather eat in moderation, eat regularly and keep portions controlled, Wilkhu said.
She gave some tips to help students find a balanced way of eating while living the college
lifestyle.
"Eat in
mod-

AMY CASSELL

[the assault on the custodian],
I've been freaked out," said
Mary Dorsch, a junior ceramIt's 11:30 p.m. Tuesday; and ics major. Dorsch is freseveral students are working on quently at the Visual Arts
their art projects in the back of Building at night working
the Visual Arts Building. on art projects, and she
Looking off into the distance, . said that recently she has
they see a dark figure approach- had friends stay late with
ing from the shadows. What her.
.
happens next is anyone's guess,
Mike Schmidt, a · senior
but this scenario represEtJltS a ceramics major, said that in •
real fear students have on cam- the back of the Visual Arts
pus.
Building, there are only two
Several students have com- lights, which leaves several
plained about the lack of suffi- areas pitch black. "There are too
cient lighting and the absence of many dark nooks and crannies,"
security officers at night around he said.
the VISual Arts Building. And in
There are students, however,
light of recent events that have who feel safe studying and workoccurred involving vandalism · ing at the Visual Arts Building
and assault, more people are late at night. Amanda Sawitzky,
concerned about security in the a sophomore studio art major,
building.
,
said, 'Tm here until five o'ciock
On the morning of Oct. 7, van- in the morning, and I've never
dals broke into several class- had a problem."
rooms in the Visual Arts
"I think it's safe, because
Building, tearing down flags that there's always other people
had just recently been placed around," sophomore art major
there. Another incident occurred Jennifer Smith said.
Ql1 Oct. 26 when an unidentified
Even though students have
., man attacked a female custodi- mixed responses about the safeali. Although UCF Police Sgt. ty of the VISual Arts Building,
TJ,-oy WilllamElodmd that they onethingthat everyone seems to
.6.ave a few 0)sitive leads, the agree on is the lack of security
pelice· suspei;t .still remains at surrounding the building at
StaffWriter

\i:ge.

"Evet

sin~ I l)eanl about it

PLEASE SEE NO oN A2

eration," WJJkb.u said. "I never blood sugar and
lethargy. an egg-sausage biscuit."
tell the students to avoid any type Moreover, depriving the body of
Wtlkhu said that students can
of food." However, the key is in food by skipping a meal, won't still have fast food for lunch. Her
"choices and portion sizes." help weight loss, because metab- advice is to keep the refined carbohydrates · to a minimum.
Following her advice, students olism is at its lowest level.
can have three meals and three
Wllkhu said, "A good break- Wilkhu suggested eating a
snacks per day and not ,go over fast will consist of true proteins, cheeseburger rather than a
their recommended average dltily complex carbs and a mllµmum cheeseburger
amount of· refined carbs." True combo meal.
calories.
Let's begin with breakfast. proteins
"Breakfast is the most important 'come from :II~~~=-~==--~~~::_:
meal of the day; because the last animal
time you ate was the night before,
sources,it so
· maybe 14 hours ago," W:Jlkhu believe
or ~-~==I!!!:!:==~-==-~~~
said. When the stomach stops not,
stu- ---~=====-=:-:~~-:.
you get a
growling, it is a sign that it has dents
can
burger, don't get the
gone to "sleep." When the stom- have a small amount of sausage fries. If you also want the fries,
ach goes to sleep, the m:etabolism in the morning. Fruits and veg- avoid the Coke," she said.
And how do students tackle
slows down.
This etables are . a great source of
carbohydrates. the infamous question, "What's
results in low- .complex
ered
However, refined carbohydrates, for dinner?"
which are man~made, should be
If the answer is eating out,
kept at a minimum. Examples of "don't order appetizer[')," W:Jlkhu
refined carbohydrates include said. "Go straight for the meal." _
sugars and baked goods contain- Students can also eat healthier
ing refined white flour.
by ordering a salad instead of
There are :many ways to garlic bread. However, the best
have a good breakfast. meal is the one that is cooked at
Students can have an egg home.
with toast or a banana and a
"Many first-semester students
glass of milk, W:Jlkhu said. tell me that they don't know how
Breakfast bars are another to cook," W:Jlkhu said. She suggood on-the-run alternative. gested buying frozen individual
She cautioned against fast- foods at the grocery store. These
food breakfasts and said that include burger patties, prethey are very "high in fat." If fast cooked vegetables, pre-cooked
food is the only choice, she chicken breasts, tur~ey; htlID,
advised that "it is better to have a
cheese and egg bagel rather than
PLEASE SEE AVOID ON AS

Board to·consider building med school
ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor .

UCF could launch a study on
building a medical school on
campus Thursday when the
Board of Trustees meets. The
Board will also talk about academic standards for student
athletes - a controversial topic,
coming about a week after UCF
suspended four football players
for academic reasons.
Meetings begin at 11:15 p.m.
today in the Student Union Cape

Florida Ballroom. The Board
will vote on issues discussed in
committees from 2:15 p.m. to 5
p.m.
Donald L. Jernigan, president of Florida Hospital, said
Orlando has the largest hospital
in the United States, and it's
also the largest city without a
medical school. UCF might
change that, starting today if
they pass a proposal to study
building a medical school The
university currently has a partnership program with the

University of South Florida for
medical students. Students get
their bachelor's degre·e at UCF,
then attend a medical school at
USF for their last three years.
With the backing of Jernigan,
the university is considering
making a medical school in
Orlando, which Jernigan hopes
will relieve a medical staff shortage .
''Without a doubt, a medical
school would be a big part of the
answer to our dilemma,"
Jernigan wrote in a letter to
.
)'

UCF President John Hitt on Oct.
14.
Kenneth Bradley; senior vice
president of Winter Park
Hospital, backs the plan, too.
Also at the meeting will be a
presentation on the academic
performance of UCF's athletes.
UCF has compared its own students with a study published in
U.S. News and World Report
that shows Ivy League football
players averaged a 21st per-

Around Campus
Delta Upsilon sells its pledges
The pledge class of Delta
Upsilo;n raised more than
$1,776 on Nov. 4 to benefit the
Bithlo branch·of the Boys and
Girls Clubs of America.. The
money was raised during a
pledge auction held at Club
Lava. Pledges :were bid on by
the audience, with the highest
bidders winning five hours with
their pledges.
"Most people just, had the
pledges wash their cars for
them," said Chris Kingman of
DU. "Girlfriends bought their
boyfriends, and one girl had a
guy pledge wash her car with
his shirt off." The two-hour
event involved 35 pledges. With
a capacity crowd, bidding was
fast and high. The. average
pledge sold for more than $50.
The lowest bid was $6, and the
highest was $141.

'After Dark' with By the Tree
Campus Crusade for .Christ
at UCF will host ''.After Dark,"
including the band By the Tree
and speaker Joe White, president of Kanakuk , Sports
Camps. The event is at 7:30
p.m. today at the Reflecting
Pond. Admission is free to this
event, which is sponsored by
Undivided. Fbr more· information call 407-832-0365.

African party Friday .
The African Association at
UCF will have its second annual cultural celebration starting
at 8:30 p.m. Friday. The event
will run until 2 a.m. at the
Barbara Ymg Center. Everyone
is invited to this free party,
which includes free food and a
performance from the .African
Association Dance Tham. A DJ
will play hip hop, reggae, soca
and African beats. For more
• information. call Efemena
Esalomi at 407-491-5249.

Toptrumpets blare Saturday
The UCF department of
music hosts the 2003 Carmine
Caruso International Jazz
Trumpet Solo Competition at
1:30 p.m. Saturday in the
Rehearsal Hall. Finalists will
compete for a first prize of
$10,000 and a second prize of
$5,000. The trumpet soloists
are Nathan Botts, David
Champagne,
Dominick
Farinacci, Jason Palmer and
Gregory Rivkin. At 8 p.m. a
grand finale concert will be
presented in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom. The concert
will feature the U.S. Army
Blues Jazz Ensemble from
Washington, D.C. The judges
and winners of the competition
will' perform along with the
Army Blues.
Additional events will
include a big band 'clinic
offered by the Army Blues at
5:30 p.m. tomorrow.
Laurie Frjnk, lead trumpet
·Of the Bob Mintzer Big Band,
will present a clinic on the
Carmine Caruso Trumpet
Method from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
Saturday. Both of these clinics
will be held at the Rehearsal
Hall. All events are free and
open to the publie.
For more information call
John Almeida, UCF professor
of trumpet studies, at 407-8232510.
.
.

Chess Clubtournament Saturday
UCF's Chess Club invites
the public to join them for the
third bi-weekly chess tournament at 4 p.m. on Saturday in
Student Union Room 224.
Guestts are asked to bring
boards and clocks if they have
them. Warm-up games are
. from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. Fbr
more information call 407-3422713.

Let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Corrections
In the Nov. 10 issue, page 1,
"Drag show fills Union with a
capacity crowd," the Future
• mislabeled Joseph Anzalone as
the sole director of the produc~
tioil. He co-directed "Diva
Invasion", with Jonathan
'. Gibson.

Long-time Knight Gooch replaces Kruczek
FROM

Al

professional when I stated to him
my plan and my rlecisio~, and he
didn't try to make it difficult for
me as a person because he knew
it affected me as a person, talking man-to-man."
Defensive lineman and team
captain Larry Brown couldn't
believe the news when he heard
it.
"You get up in the morning
thinking that you're getting
ready for practice and the bye
week," .Brown said. UCF plays
Marshall on Wednesday night in
a Mid-American Conference
matchup to be televised on
ESPN2. ''.And then something like
this bits you. It's tough. Right
now I'm trying to get through it."
He continued: "Coach Kruz
was his own kind of guy. My
greatest memory of him was
when, he named me captain of

the team this time
finding
More coverage - Sports, 81
year. He would Kruczek's sucalways get us cessor.
'l;'he
pumped up. I wheels are in
year, during the season last year
will always have motion to estaband at the end of the season respect for him. lish a committee
very lengthy discussions about
He's been a that will overevaluating our program and
great leader for see interview- Gooch
where
we need to be going. I was
Orsini
us, and that has ing and hiring.
very open with him in an advisotaken a little something out of us. As of this time, no members of ry manner."
But we're here to play football."
the committee have been named.
With the hardest decision out
Freshman
quarterback
Orsini made it clear, however, of the way, the UCF football proSteven Moffett was hit hard by that no such process could begin gram must continue toward
the news as well, as Kruczek un~il. Kruczek had been given improving its current status.
was the man who reci-uited him. notice.
Gooch said he is not only capable
Said Moffett: "There has been
"We didn't want to sneak of the interim job, but also intera lot of stuff going on for almost a around the bushes and not let ested in filling the vacancy for
.week, and yesterday just topped the head coach know that we're good.
·
it off."
looking for his replacement,"
"I would not have accepted
'-'One of the main reasons I Orsini said. "There's a right and the position if I didn't think I
·came here was because Coach wrong way to do things. So the could do it," he said. "I have a
Kruz was a quarterback. guy. students here at UCF, I hope they great respect for the position, ·
He's leaving, but I have faith in learn from a tough situation like and a great respect for UCF. I
Mr. Orsini to oring in another this, handling it in this manner." wouldn't w~t it in incapable
g'tiy."
"Mike and I .sat down and met hands. Lcertainly feel like I can
Orsini knows he can't waste at length before the season last [do it]."

Fick exhibits the dark and grotesque
MARILYN MANNO
Contributing Writer

UCF students wandered
around the school's art gallery
on Nov. 6 as they awaited the
presentation of its newest artistin-residence, Bill Fick. The anxious crO\yd was waiting to see
the man behind the elaborately
dark and subtly grotesque
images that were displayed.
"His work is intense," Carolina
Tannhauser said, as she gazed
at "Wrapped and IDripping
Head," a piece of Fick's work,
which looks as it sounds.
Once the presentation began
and Fick moved to the podium,
everyone was put at ease by his
soft"spoken
and
humble
demean9r. "I was a little reticent about inviting someone
whose art was so volatile, but
after I spoke to him, I realized
that it is not his character but
only a reflection of our society,"
Ryan Burkhart, director of
UCF's fine artS press, admitted
jokingiy as he introduced Fick to
the stUdents.
I
Fick specializes in Linocut.
He creates prints by carving
images into large pieces of
linoleum, inking them and
pressing them to paper. After
obtaining his undergraduate
degree from Duke University,
and his masters ·from UNCGreensboro, Fick bega1' his
journey from art student to
artist.
"I was always fmding the little quirks in art," Fick said. "It
was kind of a hobby 'of mine in

ADAM KRAUSE I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Bill Fick, whose art is on display at UCF's art gallery, also works under the name George Floyd.
He lives and works in New York, teaching relief printing at the Pratt Institute.

school. I've always been interested in making art that sort of
stops the viewer, even if they
don't like it." He clicked.the pro- .
jector and an elaborate representation of a large head set in a
cluster of imposing skyscrapers
appeared. The head was S\11'rounded by tormenting figures
that were forcing alcohol into its
mouth and holding guns to its
temples. "This was my take 09
the innocent people that are
affected byviolence in the inner-

city," Fick explained.
He then showed a lighter
slide set apart from the previous
shadowy pieces. "I had been
doing hard-core social scenes
for about six years, and I kind of
got burned out on it," he said.
. Under the new·name of George
Floyd, he took a small hiatus
from his mysterious prints and '
started making art primarily for
hotels. "Everyone will tell you,
'You can;t sell out. You have to
starve,' but I think if you'rEJ an

artist, ypu should use the skills
you have," he explained to the
young artists.
·
He soon returned to his printmaking . and founded the
Cockeyed Press in 1998, a forum
for printing and showing his art.
Since then, his work has been in
collection at the Fbgg Museum
in Harvard, Baltimore Museum
of Art, Museum of Fine Arts in ·
Boston and many others.
Now living and working· in
New York, he juggles making art
as both "Bill Fick" and "George
Floyd," while teaching relief
printing at the Pratt ·Institute.
"Spending two weeks at· UCF
has been such a luxury;'" Fick
said, once the presentation concluded. "It's been wonqerful to
have this time to focus on my art
and interact with talented people like Ryan," he added.
Ryan Burkhart, who has
been· at UCF for the past two
years, was elated at Fick's
.arrival. "Having talented artists
like Bill come to visit is wonderful. because the art students can
talk to him about how'he creates
his work, and he can help them
with theirs," Burkhart said.
For the past two weeks, Fick,
Burkhart and the other members of Flying Horse Editions,
UCF's fine arts press, have been
working on making prints of an
original work done by Fick during his stay at UCF. Aside from
adding to the university collection, the prints will then be distributed to neighboring museurns and other subscribers of
Flying Horse.

No security to be added after VAB attack
FROM

Al

night. Most students have voiced
a concern about the lack of police
officers patrolling the building.
"This place is like a ghost
town at night," said senior psychology major Sean Odle. "I've
never seen ·any security."
Many art students hesitated
when discussing the request of
more security, because they
thought it would make their use
of the Visual Arts Building so late

at night a hassle. Some felt that we are only 42 police officers police telephone number," he
security would make them leave divided out into shifts, 'divided said. The number to the UCF ·
the building, but most students out to extended properties," police station is 407-823-5555.
said that increased security Williamson said. "You know, Students should always dial 911
around the building was a good what more can we do?"
in an emergency.
,
idea.
The police officers are doing
Williamson also advised stuUCF Police Sgt. Troy the best they can,' and currently dents to take advantage of the
Williamson said he did not see there are no plans to increase school's Student Escort Patrol
any problems with the lack of security, Williamson said.
Service (SEPS), which transsecurity. Williamson stressed
He suggested
students ports students to and from piiferthat the school has over 100 always keep a cell phone with ent locations on campus between
buildingS that the police depart- them and avoid walking alone on the hours· of 7 p.m. and 1 a.m.
ment must patrol and monitor.
campus late at night.
. The service is free .and can be
· ''As far as any other things,
"Make sure you know the utilized by calling 407-823-2424.

I •

i

NASEEM SOWTI
Senior StaffWriter

'Beer Belly' is a misnomer!
New ' research
by
European investigators
shows that the old adage
that drinking a lot of beer
can result in a trademark
gut has no scientific roots.
They announced that
heavy beer drinkers were
no more likely to have
large "beer bellies" or to be
overweight than non-beer
drinkers. During the study,
1141 men and 1212 women
living in . the Czech
Republic completed questionnaires about how much
alcohol they drank during
a typical week. Their
weights, heights and the 4
sizes of their waists and
hips were also measured.
The investigators found
. that after removing the
influence of factors such as
physical activity and education, people who were
heavy drinkers were no
more likely to have large
guts or to be overweight
than people who drank less
or no beer. However, it is
known that beer is not
exactly a diet drink and
may result in some weight •

*

·gain.

I China fights·HIV and AIDS
I The •Chinese govern-

ment has st~ed providing
free treatment for poor
people with HIV and AIDS.
The government plans to
. expand the program next
year until every poor person who has tested positive
is receiving medical help.
It is believed that 840,000
people in China are affected with HIV; 200,000 people
. have already died of AIDS
and 8Q,OOO people have
tested positive for AIDS.
However, there are several
problems with this treatment plan. It is not clear
who qualifies as poor in a
country where many .people live on a few h1,mdred
dollars a year. Local officials also are failing.to educate the patients on how to
use the drugs or what sort
of side effects to expect.
No follow-up exams are
being conducted either.
There is more to be done
regarding this major step
in Ch1na, but providing
only the medicine to the
patients will not be the
solution.

UCF considers getting classified access
about the controversy last week ,
with the football team unless it's
centile class rank, and athletes brought up during the meeting.
in most sports had below-aver- ·
UCF's Trustees are also
age Grade Point Averages.
expected to confirm UCF's
At UCF the figures are more entrance into Conference USA,
promising. Student athletes in bringing all UCF sports prothe fall 2003 had an average grams under the same athletic
GPA of 2.81, compared to 2.87 conference. The football team
for non-athletes.
currently plays under the MidKarl P. Mooney director of American Conference, while its
academic services for student other sports teams play under
athletes
the Atlantic Sun Conference.
"What we will be doing is School officials accepted an
looking at how student athletes invitation to join the conference
here 'stack up' against the rest Nov. 4. The reorganization, to
of the student 'body," said Karl take place in 2005, will cost the
_ Mooney, director , of academic school about $2.6 million.
services for student athletes. "I
If the school hopes to get govthink we're doing comparatively ernment contracts to do classiwell." He added that graduation fied research, it'll need fo)know
rates need to improve, but he who will have this top-secret
expects that will happen soon.
clearance, and individually
·He said he won't be talking scr een the candidates. The
FROM Al

Board plans to exempt themselves from this screening
process by nominating a core
team of UCF officials to be the
only staff to have this Classified
information
access. Hitt,
Provost Terry Hickey, Vice
President Daniel Holsenbeck
and Vice President M.J. Soileau
compose that group.
On the south end of campus,
UCF's Creative School, a daycare for children of DCF students, staff, and research park
employees, has been enduring
the planned demolition of nearby portable classrooms. The
School will ask UCF to grant it a
rate increp.se for next fall, so it
can afford to pay for its own
renovation projects. The school
currently charges UCF students
$!)4 for day-care between 8 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekly. That fee will

increase to $100 if Trustees
approve the move. All other
rates would see an increase, up
to 14 percent.
~e school, founded in 1976,
also serves as a child behavior
research facility, used by both
faculty
and
educational
research students.
"We have been on this campus for soon to be ·28 years, so
we have issues with general
maintenance," said Marcia
Diebler, an educational supervisor at the Creative School.
"We've had roofs to replace, we
have so-called temporary modular. structures that have become
permanent to us." Diebler said
she hoped the meeting could
lead to more permanent buildings. 'fWe hope this will come to
be," she said. "We just have to
wait and see."
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A new study suggests
that puffing in cigarettes
raises the risk of sudden
cardiac death in , people
who already have heart
disease. Sudden cardiac
death occurs when a persqn's heart abruptly stops
beating, and coronary
heart disease is the ;most
common cause. The study
showed that current smokers were ·more than twice
as likely to experience sudden cardiac death than
people who have never
smoked.
However, the •
encouraging news is that
the study found that for
people who are able to kick
the habit,. the increased
risk of sudden death seems
to disappear immediately.
The results underscore
how important it is for people with or ·without heart
disease to quit smoking.
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SGA is partnering with Ame r i can Coa c h Lines to public ize this great offer to all UCF stud ents.
· They ~iil be offeri~g ~he followin g routes to take stud ents fuun.e
pus a t

Leaving
Exit 142
Exit 116 F
E x it 99 F lo
E x it 58 Flo

'.)

{.o4 tlie ~-

2!'QOprn Wednesday before T h anksgiving and dropping 0££ at:

Returning to
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:15 PM
3:00 PM
3:45 PM

'

Gost is $70.00 r o und trip per person, reservations must be made by calling
Ameri can Coac h L ines at 407-826-9999 and must be paid in advance by Visa,
M astercard, American Express or money order.
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Funded b y the Activity and Service Fee through the Student Government Association

WHERE DO YOU FIT IN? .Your student newspaper is ·acce'pting applications for the following positions:
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• T~ new5ro001 job

• MmqJ& edtorial s1off and meefD:Js, cmgn news stories, don deodtme
•Write occosionm news stmies, editoriok and hetdnes
• Cooolioote photos, headlines and fXl98 designs

• Slure thJties forshapiig and msignDJ news stories and~ on deodline
•Write occasionm news stmies, ed"ttorDs ond hemlines

Lifestyles Edttor
•Assign and d feature, ru~ure and trend stories on deo&e
• Cocrmoote photos, heodlines ond fXl98 designs . .

Sports Edttor
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• Assign and ead ,.00 and feature stories on NCAA and dW spllfS on deadline
•Cover oroojor beat such as footW, boskelliol or !meld

• Coormoote photos, heodlines and fXIQ8 designs

· RECENT AWARDS:
National Pacemaker
Associated College Press

hll 2003

• Cover a moj« beat ond pr00uce two time~ news stories each week

• Design news, sporls and lifestyleS pages on deadlne
•Conceive and exerute illustrations, char1s and other g~ e~ments mneeded

Photo Editor I Assistant Photo Edttor

• Coordinate with ed'itors on ~l5trolions and placement of stories

• Coordinate and assign news, sports and feature photo 0$ignmenls
· • ShOd mlm1wo ()$jgnmenls per mie
• Collect ilformation and revise photo ooplioffi on deadline .

News Editor
•No. 2newsroom jOO

LOyouf Edttor

Marketing Director ,

Stoff Phqtogmphers ·

• Increase CPNOreness md readership
• Develop campaigns and.new distn'liution locations
• Helpwith promotions and client relationships

·~m~mtooe~per 6sue 1
• Ufed mdwrite accurate copfion informatioo

Display and Classified Soles Reps

Copy Editor

•Make outbound md take inbound d5play or ckmfied sales colk
• Maintain current clients and ottl new ones

• ~freod all stories !JSilQ Associated l>lll$ style ondead•ne
• f<it.dled< andcorrect errors on deod&ne ·
• Wrile headhnes and photo captioos on deadtine

·Positions all offer full or partial tuition scholarships!

DoQ' t ·wait f~r graduation to ge~ a iob in iournalism.

Newsroom recruiters value experience,
and the Central Florida Future provides it.
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Spring 2003
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Nation and World

Students plan downtown
rally against Patriot Act

Bush says U.S. must
soldier on in Iraq
WASHINarGN - Iraqis loyal
to Saddam Hussein are teaming
up with foreign terrorists seeking revenge for the U.S. victory in
Afghanistan to "spread chaos
and terror and fear" in Iraq,
President Bush said Tuesday.
In delivering a status report
on the Iraq war, Bush drew a
direct link between the recent
difficulties there and the war in
Afghanistan, where U.S. forces
routed al-Qaida terrorists and
the Taliban regime that protected them. Bush said Islamic terrorists and Saddam loyalists
have put aside past differences
in a common desire to kill
Americans.
Although other administration officials have pointed to possible ties between Iraqi loyalists
and foreign terrorists, Bush
spoke with more certainty'about
an anti-American alliance. He
said some foreign terrorists have
come to Iraq in hopes of establishing a Taliban-style Islamic
regime, while others belong to alQaida and Ansar Islam, a
Kurdish Islamic extremist group
that operates in Kurdish areas of
Iraq.
"Saddam loyalists and foreign terrorists may have different long-term goals, but they
share a near-term strategy - to
terrorize Iraqis and to intimidate
America and our allies," Bush
said in a Veterans Day speech to
the conservative Heritage
Foundation. "Recent reporting
suggests that despite their differences, these killers are working
tog-ether to spread chaos and terror and fear."
Although Bush blamed recent
setbacks in Iraq on "remnants"
of Saddam's regime and outsiders, a new top-secret CIA
assessment warns that more
Iraqis are turning agfililst the
American occupation. L. Paul
Bremer, the U.S. official overseeing Iraq's
reconstruction,
returned to Washington on
Tuesday for a reassessment of
U.S. efforts to transform the former dictatorship into a democracy.

Frat reaches out to
Guardian Angels for help
The Guardian Angels are
colling to Rutg-ers University.
A group of fraternity brothers
at the main campus in New
Brunswick invited the New Yorkbased volunteer crime fighters to start a chapter at the school.
The invitation, made by Alpha
Sigma Phi, was in response to a
perception of growing rowdiness
and crime on campus that
peaked with a violent brawl outside another fraternity house
last month that left two students
critically injured, said Arnaldo
Salinas, an organizer for the

BEN BAIRD
Senior Staff Writer

.

She's gone it alone to City
Hall, she's gone with a car-full to
Gainesville, but this Friday UCF
student activist Rachel Olander
is going to downtown Orlando
with 50 to 100 people to rally
against the Patriot Act. The
group hopes city officials will
sympathize and pass a resolution criticizing the Act as unconstitutional.
The Act, formally known as
the "Uniting and Strengthening
America
by
Providing
Appropriate Tools Required to
Intercept
and
Obstruct
'llirrorism (USA PATRIOT ACT)
Act of 2001," was passed.in the
wake of the Sept. 11 attacks. Its
mission was to seek out terrorists and protect Americans, but
some people feel that it has gone
too far, violating the Constitution
in the process. Olander is one of
them
In April Olander drafted a
resolution for the City of
Orlando that called for a kind of
civil disobedience by the city.
Similar resolutions have already
been passed by Alaska, Hawaii,
and Vermont, along with many
individual cities including
Denver, and Chicago. "Its time
for Orlando to join the 208 communities that have passed resolutions to uphold civil liberties
and not support the Patriot Act,"
said Olander in an e=mailed
statement.

CHUCK KENNEDY I KRT
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With members of the Marine Band in the foreground President George W.Bush stands Tuesday with American Legion National Commander
John A. Brieden (left) and Secretary of Veterans Affairs Tony Principi, before speaking to veterans at ~rlington National Cemetery.

scientist who presented his findGuardian Angels.
history.
The early morning fight at the
This will be the first all- ings Tuesday at the American
Squam fraternity, whiqh is nighter since former Sen. Heart Association annual meetacross College Avenue from Alfonse D'Amato, R-N.Y, kept ing in Orlando.
Guinness proved .to be about
Alpha Sigma Phi, was the "straw the Senate in session to block a
that broke the camel's back," multi-billion-dollar· tax bill in twice as effective at preventing
said Ziggy Orlowski, property 1992. "Senator Pothole," as the blood platelets from clumpmanager for Alpha Sigma Phi.
D'Amato was known because he ing and forming the kind of clot
Orlowski said concern over feasted on parochial issues, that can cause a heart attack,
street violence and a number of became notorious for singing according to the study's main
other crimes on and around the "Deep in the Heart of Texas" on author, John Folts, a professor of
campus in the last several the Senate floor at 5 in the morn- medicine and nutritional direcmonths led his group to call for ing.
tor of the University of WISconsin
help from the organization
It's not known if singing will Coronary Thrombosis Research
founded by radio talk show host erupt this time around, but Sen. · and
Vascular
Biology
Curtis Sliwa. Orlowski said the Harrj Reid, D-Nev., took a trial Laboratory.
group will start patrols on run Monday, talking for nine
The beneficial effect comes
Thursday nights, a big party hours and 37 minutes without a from flavinoids in the beer.
break. For Reid, age 63, defehd- Flavinoids are antioxidant comnight on campus.
"We:Il have patrols on campus ing institutional rules takes pounds that provide the dark
to deal with problems of boozing stamina. •
color in many fruits and vegetaup," Sliwa said.
Frustrated with the impasse bles. There are hundreds of flavijudicial
nominees, noids in beer, Folts said.
The Angels, with their signa- on
ture red berets, provide unarmed Republicans want Democrats to
Flavinoids also work to precommunity safety patrols made allow votes on four nominees for vent the oxidation of cholesterol,
up of residents. In its 25 years, it district and appeals courts: which plays a role in causing athhas branched out beyond its Alabama Attorney General erosclerosis - known as hardurban roots.
William Pryor, Texas Judge ening of the arteries. They also
Priscilla Owen, Mississippi help arteries to dilate, which
GOP senators plan ·
Judge Charles Pickering and improves blood flow and blood
-'
marathon debate
Hispanic lawyer Miguel Estrada. pressure, he said.
' Democrats say they have conWASHINGTON - Get your
Folts did his research in test
tickets to the U.S. Senate! A 30- firmed 168 Bush judicial nomi- tube studies and on eight dogs.
hour marathon debate started nees, but will filibuster these four
He said a person would have
Wednesday and will go straight because they are too ideological- to reach a blood alcohol level of
through to Friday. Republicans ly extreme to get lifetime 0.06 in order to get the optimal
have orchestrated the "talka- appointments.
anti-clotting effect. He said that
thon" to highlight Democratic
for the typical person, that could
be accomplished with two 12efforts to block the confirmation Dark beer may be
of four of President Bush's judi- better for your heart
. ounce bottles.
Like chocolate and wine, the
However, doctors warned that
cial nominees.
No one expects to resolve the darker the beer, the better it may even though dru·k beer may have
fight, but that won't stop law- be for your heart, according to a heart-healthy properties, it also
has a down'side that could negate
makers from keeping bleary- new study.
In a comparison of Guinness any benefit: extra calories.
eyed Senate staff, stenographers, librarians, pages, cooks Stout, a dark beer, and Heineken,
Dark chocolate, and red wine
and police officers on a round- a light beer, the darker brew had have similar prope:r:ties, but they
the-clock vigil. Senators on both substantii:µty more anti-clotting also provide extra calories, and
according· to
a obesity is a risk factor for heart
sides of the aisle intend to add activity,
another chapter to the Senate's University of WISconsin-Madison disease.
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News Editor

No reefer madness in UCF lots
A:. smoking car became the
smoking gun last Friday, as
UCF Geoffrey "Colin" Stutts
was found in a Honda that
smelled of burned cannabis,
and charged with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
According to the police
report by Officer George
Penvose, he was patrolling the
South Garage at 11 p.m., which
is usually nearly empty at that
time, when he noticed a silver
Honda parked on the top floor
of the garage. As he approached
the car, he noticed a man and a
woman sitting inside it. He
tapped on the passenger side
window and, when the woman
in the passenger seat rolled it
down, Penvose said he noticed
, "the strong smell of burnt
crumabis." After asking the
young woman and rµan in the
driver's seat, who turned out to

· • Clean an Sanitized Equipment
• Upscale Environment
• All Work is Guaranteed
• Our Pleasure... Your Complete Satisfaction

See yourself in o whole new way with a free makeoverf
Find q l~ok that expresses your style, ·your
personality, your life. Call me to create a fabulous look that's

discover.

a

Jennifer Hass ni
Independent Beauty Consultant
www.marykoy.com/jhassani

407.28 1.9918

WIN $10,000 c ash in the Fall/Holiday sweepstakes
Visit my web site for details - no purchase necessary
Mention this ad for a 15% discount off your 1st order
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See Israel with Israelis. · Or not.

Looney Tunes: Back in Action

Acm~

Trip's free, so you decide.

Activity Day
Oviedo Marketplace 2~

Oranim-birthright israei. 100% Israeli.

Saturday, November 15th: 1· 4 pm

Why settle for anything less than the real Israel?
On your once-in-a-lifetime free 10-day trip to Israel ...

Let Israelis Show You Israel!

Replace, don't repair your existing hardware with on off-lease laptop computer. They're small
and toke up little space. They're portable with battery power lo toke to doss and the library to
study when things gel a little loud and crazy in the dorms and fraternities.

I
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Crystal r------------.,
M anicure &
Full Set
l

be UCF students, to step out of
the vehicle, he asked what they
were doing. "Making out," was
the reply, followed shortly by an
admission that they were smoking. After more prodding about
what it was that they were
·smoking, Stutts, 19, produced a
bag of "a small amount of a
green, leafy substance" and a
pipe, which the officer said was
still warm.
According to
Penvose, Stutts told him that the
substance was marijuana.
Penvose tested the substance,
which registered positive for
THC. He then ·called Officer
Bailey of the UCF police for ~"
backup, and Bailey went to
work, sniffing around the
Honda in search of more leafy ~
green substance. After Bailey's
nose indicated the presence of
marijuana, Penvose searched
the inside of the car, but found
no further contraband. He then
arrested Stutts, who told
. Penvose that the marijuana was ,
all his. Stutts' companion was •1
not charged.

Still Think A Laptop Computer
Costs Too Much?

1221 UNIVERSITY BtVD. • ORIANDO • 407-281-7665
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Orlando, Florida 32801
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·Police Beat

GRAND OPENING

MARY KAY*

However, Olander's resolution for Orlando has gone unnoticed. According to Olander she
was told that the resolution
would not be debated until the
mayor saw fit. The mayor's
office denies knowledge of
Olander's resolution. Olander,
though, has spoken at City
Council meetings, albeit in public forum time, not during official
debate.
On Friday Olander is leading
her organization, the American
Civil Liberties Union at UCF, to
City Hall. There, she'll join
forces with a group called The
American Freedom Coalition,
an alliance of organizations
ranging from UCF's Campus
Peace Action to the Gun Owners
of America.
Once there Olander says that
she does not know what their
demonstration will achieve
other than bringing attention to
their cause. "I think it's important for city hall to see how
many people come out for this,"
Olander said. "If he sees this
many people down there, his
voters down there, maybe he'll
listen." '
Aspects of the resolution call
for Orlando agencies such as the
police department to stop col. looting information related to
political, religious or social
views, associations or activities
of any individual or group,
"unless such information direct-

Se Habla Espanol
Fre~ Initial Consul tai.~on

:_.; .~

l~llEI~

JrOJl S'l'U))EN'l'S

@

the Student Union'
Pegasus O & R .

·

$15.00
1~ou trAc;u1,'t'Y/S'l11t1~1f

,

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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On Monday night Orlando nightclub The Roxy hosted its first College Night atthe fights, allowing 18-ancl'UP guests the chance to
participate in an ordinarily 21-and-up event called "Monday Night atthe Fights." Boms in this event aren't experienced, and fight
either for fun or to settle a grudge. Local radio personalities Diity Jim a'fid Biackbean handled ringside commentary for the event.
)

Avoid refined carbs, dietician says ·
FROM

)

Al

beef and meatballs.. All students
have to do is put tlieir meals in
the oven or microwave. "In this
way you know what you are putting in your food," Wtlkhu said.
They also can make their own
salads.
"One day out of the week, sit
down and make a menu,"
Wtlkhu said. She advised students to buy enough pre-cooked
items, cook extra portions and
freeze them so they can con' sume them during the week
· Wtlkhu added that it is reasonable to have a four-hour separation between the major
meals. She also mentioned that

Moh 11/3/03 1Oam to 4pm
Tues 11/4/03 .1oam to 4pm
Wed 11/5/03 1Oam to 4pm
Thu 11 /6/03 10am to 4pm
Fri 1117/03 - 1Oam to 4pm
Mon 11/10/03 1Oam to 4pm
Wed f1/j2/03 10am to 4pm
Thu 11 /13/03 1Oam to 4pm
Fri 11/14/03 10am fo 4pfu
Mon 11/17/03 10am to 4pm
Tues 11n8/03 1Dam to 4Pl'D
Wed 11/19/03 10am to 4pm
*Thu 11i20/03 10am.to 4pm
*Fri 11/21/03 10am to 4pm
*Mon 11/24/Q3 10~m to 4pm
*Tues 11/25/03 1Oam to 4pm

"Breakfast is the most important
meal of the day, because think about
it, the last ti.me you ate was the night
before, maybe 14 hours ago~"
- PREETI WILKHU
UCF'S CAMPUS DIETICIAN

halfway between the meals, it is
a good idea to have a snack,
such as a small peanut butter
sandwich, yogurt or an energy
bar. This will keep up the body's
metabolism.
Wtlkhu cautioned: ''.A snack

should be a snack, not a meal. If
you have a craving for something like ice cream, have some.
But instead of taking spoonfuls,
take half spoons. This way, you
are cutting your consumption in
half!"

Group hoping big turnout will turn heads .
General John Ashcroft was
The demonstration starts at
speaking. "Our goal was accom- 4 p.m. and will continue until
• ly relates to an investigation of plished," Olander said of her trip 5:30 p.m. According to Olander .
criminal activities, and there are to Gainesville. "[Ashcroft] saw even though the time isn't conreasonable grounds to suspect us, they had to drive through ducive to school and work
the subject of the information is us."
schedules, it is the best time to
;t
or may be involved in criminal
The issue has sparked con- garner the attention of the City
conduct."
troversy in both liberal and non- Council.
Other resolutions passed in liberal branches. According .·to
In an e-mailed statement
cities such as Denver, while stat- UCF College Republicans Olander summarized her situaing that they are in favor of civil Chairman Kevin Buck his group tiort. "This one event will deterrights and see the Patriot Act as is split on the matter. "We aren't mine what happens to the Antiinfringing upon those, stop short going to take an official stanpe Patriot Act Resolution and
of asking law enforcement ·to on it," said Buck. "There were everytrullg that we have worked
refrain from participating in those for and a:gaillst [The for. A weak turnout will basically
activities deemed necessary by Patriot Act] so we're not going destroy future dialogue with the
the
federal
government. down there - not to protest for media and City Hall, but a large
turnout cannot be ignored."
Because it's a federal matter, or against."
.Dyer has Said he won't allow
such a resolution.
Olander has made pleas to1
city councilmen, though the decision to consider the resolution
. rests with Dyer. Olander says
that it is vital to have this resolu. tion passed, as it is the best way
to get their message to the federal government. ''.All we can do .is
communic.a te with · our federal
government through the resolutions," she said.
However, Olander has taken
the initiative, to communicate
with the federal government ill
other ways. Last Friday she took
a car full of UCF students to
Gainesville to demonstrate outANGELA KATSARELIS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
side a banquet at the Univ'ersity Rachel Olander, a Student Government Association senator, will take her grudge against the
of Florida were Attorney Patriot Act downtown Friday.
fROM
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International flavors, sounds·invade Union
ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

The Student Union will fill
with the sights, sounds and
smells of a multicultural campus
Monday, as the Internatfunal
Student Association hosts its
annual International Fair.
Students can sample cuisine
from around the world, straight
from the cookbooks of Italy,
Spain, India, Korea, and many
others.
·
Immigrants and natural-born
Americans will.show off pride in
their heritage at tables decorated with icons of their home countries, customary clothing and
native music from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. in the Student Union
Pegasus Ballroom.
Representatives from five
.continents will add their persoi:r
:al flair to the global party, which
·should see an estimated 3,000
attendees. The fair is free and
.open to the public. ·
"We're really trying to
jmmerse people in the cultures
,'from various parts of the world,"
Said Chrishma Singh Derewa.,
.president of the International
¥udent Assooiati~: __
~J Some studen l:tfil bring per-

sonal stories with them to the

Cevapcici, ' a sausage-like food
made of ground beef rolled into
who was born in the former fingers and broiled. "It's like
Yilgoslavia and endured the civil hamburgers but better,·: she
war during the 1990s that divid- said.
ed the-country into four separate
Representing UCF's colorful
nations. She said because of the campus will be students from
war she went through 13 schools China, Spain, the Caribbean, the
from fifth to eighth grade, and Philippines, Africa, Asia, India, ·
moved between Bosnia and Turkey, the Balkans, France,
Serbia. Following the war, which Pakistan, Morocco, Russia, and
claimed the life of her grand- more.
·
mother aµd she says probably
Before the fair begins, stuclaimed her missing grandfa- · dents will participate in the trather' s life,. she moved to the ditional flag parade, which
United States.
starts at 8 a.m. and will tour the
At the F1Ur, Grbic will wear: a boardwalk, around the Student
native skirt and' apron, and a Union and end at the reflection
shirt embroidered with flowers. pond. Student representatives
"It looks kind of tacky because will show off their cultural fla,ir
it's a lot of colors, but overall it's in a colorful display of native
pretty awesome," she said.
dress, from Kimonos to turbans.
Though her home country There will be performances
has no club on campus, Grbic throughout the day with both
will have a table including pie- music and dance, illcluding
tures, posters, maps and flags of Caribbean, African and Latin
the former Yilgoslavia and paint- American influences. A DJ will
ing'S her mother made. She'll also play international music
also have food for visitors to during the fair, along with
sample, including a baked com- American hip hop and other
bination of cheese and meat in popular music.
stretched-out dough, and a
For more information call
dessert chocolate cake rolled in Chrishma Singh Derewa, presicoconut.
dent of the Inte~fj
.1ional Student
At the ~ she'll be making Association, at .fil(-463-9558.
Fair, including Vanja Grbic, 21,

Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
~:::•
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OUR STANCE

$849,000?

Are you kidding?
T

he snowball effect does not
ignore steamy Southern
states. On Monday it continued to barrel over UCF's football team with the firing of
Coach Mike Kruczek. A number
of factors likely ended Krriczek's
UCF career, including the team's
3-7 record this season and the
suspensions last week of four
players for rules violations.
It's another surprise-but-notbeyond-belief news story in an
incredible seven days for UCF's
football program: On Nov. 4, the
college careers of quarterback
Ryan Schneider and another
player were cut short when they
were suspended for the season,
apparently for forging class
attendance sheets. UCF tried to
focus instead on that same day's
announcement that UCF would
join Conference USA, bringing
all of UCF's sports under a singie conference. That night, however, cornerback Omar
Laurence was arrested and
charged with possession oftwo
firearms on campus. Two days
later, two more players were
suspended. Then, last Saturday,
the team bottomed out with a
loss to 115th-ranked Eastern
Michigan.
Assistant Coach Alan Gooch
will fill Kruczek's shoes until a
replacement is named. But there
must be a great deal of politics
involved in this monumental fir- '

ing, more than is apparent on
the surface. UCF Athletic
Director Steve Orsini hasn't said
what Kruczek was fired for, and
why it's happening now which means there could be an
ongoing investigation into the
forged attendance slips that ·
warranted the players' suspensions. Will we know more later?
Hopefully.
The trouble with this hit,
combined with last week's decision to change conferenc~s,' is
that these moves aren't free.
Kruczek still has more than
four years left on a five-year
contract extension he signed
only this 'fall. That means it'll
cost UCF about $849,000 to get
rid of him. Moving football and .
all other UCF sports over to
Conference USA and breaking
the university's contracts.with
two other athletic conferences
will cost another $2.6 million.
Orsini plans to bm:row $1.6
million from a UCF discretionary fund to pull off the conference shift. Yet the expenses
represent the kind of conflict
that got those four {>layers suspended to begin with - sports
clashingwith academics. In this
case, it's on a much broader
scale than a few players perhaps missing a few classes. It's
a matter of the university being
a few million dollars shy of mak'ing it through this budget year,

which ends in mid-summer,
while the sports programjust
racked up $3.4 million in
charges.
Right now UCF predicts it
will be about $5 million short of
paying to run t:tf school this
summer. To get by, some classes
are being shed, some are getting
bigger, and needed faculty aren't
being hired. UCF faces a.huge
debt, and now even more money
is slipping away.
The talk ·at last week's
Faculty Senate steering committee included the prospect of capping enrollment next fall if
UCF's financial situation doesn't
improve. This would be far less
necessary if we could save
money on our sports programs
....:.._ like, for example, football.
Why did UCF sign a contract
that was so long, with a guaranteed pay even if Kruczek got the
boot? It's a worst-case scenario
set up in advance. Now we're
watching that scenario play out
- Kruczek has been fired less
than a year into hiS contract,
and UCF is legally bound to pay
a huge mound of money to him.
When it comes to snowballs,
this could be a big one. What
started as a few lost games and
a quw1:erback suspension could
end with hundreds of rejection
letters for students applyin~for
admission, and a damaged
school in its trail of destruction.

OUR STANCE

Hype overlooks
the real heroes
R

eality took a back seat to
ratings Monday night, as
the "true stories" of
Elizabeth Smart and Pvt. Jessica
Lynch aired in competition, leaving a true hero in the dust.
Nearly 31 million people
tuned into the two shows, broadcast on CBS and NBC, respectively, during the ratings competition known as "sweeps."
Exploiting emotion for money
was the obvious purpose behind
the two fact-based accounts of
Smart's kidnapping and Lynch's
capture and subsequent rescue.
Smart was nabbed by religious zealots who brainwashed
and imprisoned her only a few
miles from her home. The story
was based almost entirely on
her recollections and those of
her faJnily, which easily could
have been warped by their collective emotional distress at the
time. Though Smart tried to ·
· escape repeatedly, she remained
· under the control of her captors
for nine months. The real heroics came from people such as
John Walsh, whose show
''.America's Most Wanted" helped
people to recognize Smart and
led to her rescue. The broadcast
version was heavily dramatized

at times, and left out important
details at others.
' Lynch's story, though portrayed as reality, was a halftruth that masked another story
about what happened the day
Lynch was captured in Iraq.
CBS's "60 Minutes" expanded
the Lynch story on Sunday night
by telling the story of a real
hero, Pfc. Patrick Miller.·He was
engaged in the same battle in
which l'..ynch nearly died, and
saved the lives of Lynch and two
other soldiers.
· Miller, whose truck took
heavy fire en route to Baghdad,
saw the Humvee carrying Lynch
and four other soldiers wreck in
front of him when it hit a jackknifed truck carrying two other
American soldiers. Miller proceeded to take out eight Iraqi
soldiers, seven of whom were
attempting to fire a mortar
toward his injured comrades. He
braved the onslaught of bullets
and explosives, risking his life to
save his fellow soldiers, who
were pinned down by bullets in
the wrecked convoy. ·
Like Lynch, Miller was
imprisoned by Iraqis following 1
his heroics, and subsequently
rescued. Yet compared to the

media frenzy that made Lynbh
world-famous, Miller is an afterthought. So is another soldier,
Sgt. Donald Walters, whose story
is only now being pieced together. Walters may have been confused with Lynch. He was
described as fighting valiantly
against Iraqi soldiers before ·
being shot and stabbed to death.
Lynch's "heroics," by her own
admission, amounted to little
more than not dying.
In vortrayingLynch's ordeal,
NBC pieced together the most
dramatic story it could, eschewing key information and making
a hero out of a victim while leaving a real hero, Miller, out ·of the
picture. The network ina~have
had a fuller, more accurate story
to tell later, but "sweeps" mean
money, and the network went
ahead now.
Lynch is now a millionaire
from her book deal. Meanwhile,
Miller is back to work, on motor ·
pool detail with the Army in
Colorado. His story, although it
was seen by more than 17 mil-.
lion people and beat out the individual ratings for the Smart and
Lynch movies, took a back seat
to the hype, a cruel reality of this
age of "infotainment."

Kruczek
Contract
Buyout
$800,000

Confrenee

Swap
$2. 6 Million

State Budget cut $4. 5 Miltion
HENRY SCHREIBER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS
I

Ri{!hts for gays aren't special rights R;garding 'Reader Views," Nov. 3: First of
all, the UCF Gay Lesbian, and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) is not lobbying for "special
rights" for ourselves; we have been working
toward ghlning equat rights for all people on
this campus.
We are not "insane" to request that this university provide protection for all students from
discrimination and prejudice. We would like to
stress that the resolution has absolutely noth~
ing to do with hate crimes - Florida already
has hate-crime legislation regarding sexual orientation.
The resolution has to do with UCF joining
the ranks of over 300 other colleges and universities in specifically stating it does not tolerate
discrimination based upon sexual orientation.
In the past, we have had prestigious faculty
choose not to come to UCF because we don't
have sexual orientation included in our anti-discrimination policy. We are ineligible for thousands upon· thousands of dollars of grant
money because we do not have sexual orientation included in our anti-discrimination policy.
Our involvement with sqme professional
associations is severely limited because we do
not have sexual orientation in our anti-discrimination policy. The anti-discrimination resolution
passed by the Faculty Senate is not about violence on campus - it is about UCF becoming a
premiere metropolitan research university.
Calling us insane and making convoluted,
pointless analogies is not going to make us go
away; nor will it silence our demands for equality. Hopefully we have been able to clear up any
misconceptions that may exist about the antidiscrimination resolution and our organization.
UCF's mission statement clearly says that UCF
is 1"committed to the equality of all people;" all
we' w·e asking is that.it lives up to that.
- .CARLY USDIN AND JOSHUA SMITH
UCF GLBSU OFFICERS

War and schools' budget woes
I'm writing in response to.'fJ,ie Future's
stance on the war in Iraq and public school
funds ["Bush negiects schools to fund war,"
Nov. 10]. I realize that $87 billion seems like a
totally ridiculous amount of money when we

have major problems with our public school
system, but it's a price we must pay.
I was never really all that thrilled about a
war with Iraq, but now that we have occupied
that country, we must do what it takes to make
sure it does not turn into another Afghanistan.
You also fail to mention that some of the money
is in the form of loans that will be repaid with
interest.
Another point not mentioned is that some of
that money is also earmarked for Afghanistan,
where active warfare is still happening daily.
These two countries need to be rebuilt, just like
Japan and Germany after WWII, so that they
will become prosperous and great allies in the
future. 1
I agree ,that the schools do need better funding, but that money can be easily found through
cutting of wasteful spending. The Future
should be pointing out other places the United
States is bleeding money instead of attacking
necessary allocations.
- DANIEL BARBER

Letter ignores obvious enemy

The Nov. 6 issue of the Future yet again
printed another piece full of fallacies and lies by
Professor Martin ("Reader Views"]. For some
reason, Martin needs to be constantly reminded
that the war in Iraq was about American freedom and protecting our way of life. I think
Martin would rather Hussein still be in power,
posing a threat to American natim;i.al security
and freedom loving peoples everywhere.
Martin says that "Iraq was never a threat to
the United States, but the Hussein regime was
perceived as a threat to Israel and an impediment to Israel's need to control and to dominate the states and its borders." Martin apparently does not live in the real world; his conspiracy theories and delusions should not make
their way into the Future time and time again.
The Hussein regime was a threat to all democracies around the world that foster peace, such
as the United States and Israel. However, it
seems that Martin is against such democracies
that advocate equality and equal rights to aii
citizens.
PLEASE SEE
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''Why do you

think Coach
Kruaekwas
fired?''
f1 -

COMPILED BY AMBER PLANK

MITCHELL ROGERS

CHRISTINA GONZALEZ

KELLY PRATT

LAUREN STEINBACH

EURO ATENCIO

CASEY SCHUMACHER

Political science

Theater

Digital media

English literature

Digital media

Psychology

"The few times I saw
football games, I didn't like
his play calls, so I guess it
was agood decision."

. "I never really knew who he
was. Unless he did
something illegal, I think it's
unfair."

"UCF can't get away with so
many unfortunate situations.
It could have been anybody,
but Kruaek is directly
responsible for the~m."

"I didn't even know they
fired him, but I'm guessing
it's because of budget cuts.
They've been firing alot of
people lately."

"Maybe he found out
something he wasn't
supposed to know. It's kind
of strange. It 5eems like
.mething is going. on."
•)

"All I know is that abunch
of football players have
been suspended recently, so
that might have something
to 'with tt."

•

•
READER VIEWS

•
Martin notes that Sharon is
despised in the Arab world, like
Hussein was. Does Martin not know
that those people he refers to also
despise all Israelis and Americans?
Does Martin need to be reminded of
the images of Palestinians and others
in the Arab world dancing in the
streets eating candy when the World
Trade Center's twin towers fell on
Sept. 11? Were these images portrayed because these people felt sorry
for America in its darkest hours? This
, math professor should take a history
class at UCF wWie he is here, in order

to help him get his facts straight.
- NOAH SAPOSNIK

Drag director shared duties

All too often the people who do the
real work get overshadowed by those
who work more with the public. I
would like everyone to know that he
and I were in this together the entire
way.

In the article about Diva Invasion
2003 ["Drag show fills Union with a
- JOSEPH ANZALONE
capacity crowd," Nov. ·10] the writer
failed to mention a huge part of the
show. Jonathan Gibson was the coPatriot Act used against us
director and equal to me. He put as
Attorney General John Ashcroft
lied to America when he assured us
much effort, if not more, into this
event. With9ut his hard work and ded- . that the USA Patriot Act would be
ication, the show never would have
used only to fight terrorism, and not
gone on.
against American citizens.

\
/

presumably frGm Ashcroft.
Congress intended the Patriot Act
Rfl,ther than accepting the normal
to help fight terrorism, not naked
women. Yet last week's strip-club raid checks and balances of our judicial
system, the FBI has bypassed our
offers yet another incident demoncourts. This incident shows precisely
strating the Patriot Act's misuse on
the kind of abuse that the attorney
an American citizen for a domestic
general assured would not occur; this
crime completely umelated to terroris a prime example of how the Patriot
ism.
FBI' spokesman Jim Stern,conAct has violated and will continue to
firmed on Nov. 3 in Las Vegas that the violate the civil liberties of American
gover'nment used the Patriot Act to
citizens. More disturbing examples of .
abuse are likely in coming months
obtain financial information in theI
.
investigation against Vegas strip-club
under this act.
owner Michael Galardi, with the
- RACHEL OLANDER
approvf:l} coming from Washington,
SGA'SENATOR, PRESIDENT ACLU@UCF
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Donate Plasma.
Save Lives.
Earn Cash.
DCI Biologicals
OnAlafaya
(321) 235-9100
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OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Monday - Friday
9 a .m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: cl assifieds@ UCFnew s,com
In Person : University Court, Suite 115

SOO Events: Campus

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS

SSO Events: Off-(ampus

600 Travel

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted
999 Lost & Found

3361 R ouse Roa d., #115
Or l ando, F L 32817

U niv: Blvd .

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

AD RATES

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Iss ue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. I ssue

PAYMENT METHODS

& Rouse behind Chick-F il-A

Cash, Ch eck,
M a st ercard , VISA, AMEX

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnew$.com

HELP WANIJID

woo.

mm.ENI

$15/Wk
$14/wk
$13/Wk

$10/wk
$9/wk
$8/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

$6/wk
$5/wk

2 Issues (1 week):
8 l~es (4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):
Bolding:
Large Headline:

$1/wk

$1/wk

$4/wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

·Charges listed above include an ad of up t o five Jines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line.
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rr.r.1'·,HELP WANTED:
~General

Bartenders w anted.
$300 a day potential. L ooking f o r
exciting and o utgoing people.
Ttaining provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

Security Officers for Pointe O rlando.
FT/PT, Good pay and flexible hours.
Apply in person: 9101 International Dr. o r
fax resume to 407-248-2838.
Experience not required.

Customer Servi<jl. FT/PT, A .M./P.M.
shifts 'avail. Must b~ o utgoing and people
oriented. Cash incentives, theme park
priveldges and product discounts. Quiet
Flight Surf Shop. Call 407-224-2125 o r
apply in person: Universal CityWalk.

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377-3978

Get Paid for Your Opinions!
Earn $15 - $125 and more per survey!
www.paidonlineopinions.com.

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1·800·293-3985 ext. 602

Build your body and you bank account.
Local franchise, Two Men and a Truck is
looking for both FT and PT team members
to move residential and commercial
customers. Must be neat in appearance,
have clean driving record, strong work
ethic, and excellent' customer service
skills. We offer excellent wages + tips, and
bonuses. Lift the phone and call us todayl
407-816·0915. W e are located west of the
airport ·at 2901· McCoy Rd, between
Conway and Orange Ave.
On site maintenance/manager for an
apartment complex 3 blocks from UCF.
Must be knowledgeable in plumbing,
electric & carpentry. Free 2 bedroom apt
plus hourly rate. Call Oak Tree Apt. at
321-229-1426 ask ,f or Amber.

Employment opportunity

This Is Your Opponunitv!
Become Your own Boss!
• • No Inventory
• No Employees
• No Deliveries
• Part-time I Full-time
• Great Income Potential • No Experience Necessary
Fastest Growing Company in The Fastest

Sound too good? Coll and get the facts today!
24 hour recorded information hotline.
1-888-366-8323

Www.Excellifestyles.Com
For an immediate response call Rob at: 407-970-7404 ·

WANTED:
Students To Take
Onli·ne·surveys For Money
Get Paid for Your Opinion
Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss
Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250

All You Need is a Computer l an Internet Conn~ction

For More Info, Please Visit:

www.SurveysForStudents.com

Students.needed to work with our four
year old Autistic child. Our program is
based on applied behavior analysis. Prof.
training will be provided. Flex. hrs.
Located in Baldwin Park behind Fashion
Square Mall. 407-898·7127.

Movie Ei;c:tras/Models Needed
For local casting calls.
No exp. or age req.
Earn up to $200 a day.
1-888-820-0167.

Outllack !?teakhouse on Redbug and
Tuskawilla Rd. Now Hiring for servers,
host, bus boys and cooks. Servers must
have 2 yrs. exp. Must be willing to work
holidays. Apply within M-Th 1-3 p.m.or
Call for appt. 407-699-0900.

IR'f.I Sales
.~

HELP WANTED:
& Marketing

Waterford Lakes- Brand New Super Nice
4bd/2-1/2 ba, 2-story, 2 car gar, lg bds,
all appliances. Many upgrades, ceiling
fans,& conservation lot.
$1490. Awesome!!! 407-833-0063.

1 dormitory room available for sublease.
Shuttle to UCF. Less than a block from
UCF. Includes 12 meal plan· on site
cafeteria. Asking $600. Grad rooms
available. Call 407-781-3752
2bd/2ba Remodeled Apartment for Rent.
Avail. by room or whole apt. 1 min. from
UCF on Foxhunt Ln. $750/mo + ulil .
W/ D, Lg bedrooms, very neat and clean.
Call 407-382-7115 or 321-299-2540.

No Avon Lady where you livk or
work? Great opportunity for you!
Call Joy at 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com.

l.m j'

Spacious fully furn. 1 BR in Oviedo,
Queen w/ desk, book shelves,
dresser, walk-in closet. LR/kitchenette w/
refrig, toaster oven, electric coffee pot,
MW, dining area, couch, recliner, &
2nd walk-in closet. Large bath withdinen
closet. New carpet & hardwood. Rent
incl. water, trash, & electric. Prefer NS,
no pets, no children. $650/month + sec.
dep. & 6 mo. min. lease. Call Linda
407-366-2650.
1 bedroom for rent in Jefferson
Commons in a 2bed/2bath apt. Fully
furnished. 1 min. outside UCF. W ith
many amenities. All utils. included in
$580 mo. rent. Please contact John at
516-429-0005 or 631·864·6923.
1/ 1 apt 5 mins from UCF. Move in
Dec/Jan. No deposit, Pets allowed. W/D.
Walk in closet. Lots of space. Rent incls.
water and cable w/ HBO.
Call 407-658-0836.

UCF Area Apartment.
Need to fill 1/ 1 or full 4/4 @ Northgate
Lakes for Spring. Furnished w/util. and
cable. $445/mo. Call 407-529-7424.
1 and 2 bedroom apartments available
starting at $450 a month.
Call 321-229· 1426.

Brand New 2 bd/2ba apartment
i n luxury, gated community - 1 mite
from UCF. $970/mo. 1st month
f ree. Peace and quiet for the
discerning collegiate.
(407) 366-7988.
Townhouse for rent. Walk to UCF.
2 bed I 2 bath. 1,200 sq. ft.
Vaulted ceilings. W/D. New tile.
Rent $675/mo. Dep $600. 407·249·3845.

WON'T LAST LONG!

Male needs M/F roommate for

1/1 in 2/2 Jefferson Lofts apt. Furnished.
All utils. included: high speed internet,
reserved parking, 7 HBOs, W/ D.
Rent negotiable. Available immediately.
Call Jason @ 732·979-5496 (cell).

4/2 house. Close to UCF. Wooded
area, large yard, hardwood floors,
hot tub, W/D, lawn care, phone,
digital cable, high-speed wireless
Internet & storage, $415/mo.
Call for Info 321-230-0658.

FREE RENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Take Co-Signers!

Heather Glen
Apartments

407-657-0011

er
......,...,..

3/2 house 5 min. from UCF. N/S. No
pets. Furnished. Rent incls. util. phone,
DSL, cable, W/D, alarm system and
garage.parking. Available immediately.
Call 407·282·6250.
M/F ROOMMATE WANTED IN 312
HOME IN OVIEDO.
$450/MO. INCL EVERYTHING.
CALL STEFF@ 407-971-9245.
UCFArea:
Home in a q uiet neighborhood, 1 mile
from UCF. $425 includes utilities,
W/D, DSL. 407-366-9391(H)
407·823-0214(W) 407-400·0 100(8)
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
. mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys , pool & tennis. Call
407·482·3202 or 239-461 -5 101 or
239-633-9400.
View all Future classifieds onllne
anytim e at www.UCFnews.com!

r,

Work Experience
. N~,-Required.

Imagine getting paid every time the
phone rings or somebody logs onto the
internet. We're looking for motivated
people to launch our service.
407-366-2309 or 877-828-0146.

HELP ¥JANTED:

~Part-time

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 - 10:30 p.m . (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6-11/hr plus bonuses. Very
·relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Wihter Park area. Seasonal
positions avail. Great pay. Immediate
openings available. 407-971-9131 .
Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30 -10:30 p.m . (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6- 11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

Wanted nursery caregiver. Flexible
schedule, some weekdays, some
evenings. Children are infants through
kindergarten. Please call Kathy
Bradshaw at F.irst United 'Metf:lodist
Church of Winter Park at 407-644-2906.
California Yogurt is hiring friendly & ·
reliable people to work nights &
weekends. 20 mins. from UCF in the new
Winter Springs Town Center on SR 434.
Call 407·327·1122 or stop by!
Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PIT:
Free information.
www.everything2gain .com

Then Trader Publishing

Yes. We changed the rules.
When you're consistently ranked #1 in Florida*,
you can do things like that.
FLORIDA'S MOST P R E S T IGIOUS MBA
(

The Rollins MBA Advantage:
•
•
•
•

International study trip included
Notebook comp'!.~ter included
Mentor program
Consulting projects

Jurrip-start your career by applying for admission in the Early Advantage MBA
program at the Crummer Graduate School of Business, Rollins College in Orlando,
Florida. In less than two years, you can earn an M BA and. could be making twice that
of those without an MBA. Work experience NOT required.

OPEN HOUSE PREVIEW WEEKEND
November 2 1 & 22, 2003
Meet our professors! Me.et other students! View sample
classes! H ear about exciting career opportunities and
financial aid options.· M eals and housing are included
through the weekend. The even t starts Friday at 5 p.m.
and continues all day Saturday. Call 1 -800~866-2405
or 407-646- 1547 for more information and to
register! Be su1e to visit us on
the Web at:
~cnµnmer.rollins.edu

Administrative f ront desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
re~ume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.
Ice Sculpting by Computer Design
for opportunities with south Orlando
company as a production assistant,
fax resume to HR Dept,
407 816-71 50

Earni1_1g Potential up to $20/hr. +

Great opportunity with a local moving
company looking for customer service
representative. Wages comme nsurate
with experience. Fax resume ASAP to
407-852-11 33 or call 407·852-1777.

~all (407).896-0124 ext. 2961

View all classifieds online anytime at
www.UCFnews.com! Call today for
new ad placement 407-447-4555
ore-mall classlfieds @UCFnews.com

or apply at 61 SA Herndon Av ,, Orlando, FL 32803.

Nov. Rent Free!
3rd female roommate needed immed. for
nice 3/2 house near campus. No cats
please. $315/mo. Call Brooke at
407-482-5372 or ltcglaser10@yahoo.com.

Room for rent in 2bd/2ba apt. at Pegasus
Landing, fully furnished, all util. incl.,
ethernet, cable, 3 HBOs, W/D, etc. Call
407-362-2918. Avail. ASAP.

Cleaners Pay $6.50-7.50/ hour.
Supervisors $8.00· 10.00/hour. Looks
good on resume, Flex hours. Must be
neat, honest, reliable. 407-481-0180.

Now hiring agents to set
photographer appointments

Waterford Lakes - ..NEW** townhouse,
GREAT location, 3/2.5 w/ loft, garage,
security system, and gated community
w/ pool. 1872 sq. ft. $1185/mo.
770-329-2584.

FEMALE MODELS WANTED:
18-25. Weight: 100-120 Height: 4'8" to
5'1 O". For lingerie pt'loto & portfolio ·
demo's. Call 407-898-7900.
Ask about free photos!

PT Cleaning/Supervision, Eves.

is for you!

4/3 Home For Rent. Great for Students.
Walking dist. to YMCA 3 min. to UCF.
$425 per rm. incl. ulil.
Call 407-207-0429 or 407-592-5075.

UCF I Suncrest. 3/2 with tiled sunroom.
$1200/mo. +sec., incl, lawn svc. N/S.
Avail. immediatelY: 407-977-7197.

Nanny for a 4 yr old boy. M-Th 1-6:00pm.
· F 8-6:00 pm. Must have own vehicle,
good driving record, & references.
Students welc;ome. Fax resume to
407·359-2842.

• A work location near UCF?
• A casual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
•Greatpay?

2 rooms avail. in 3/2 house behind UCF.
10 min from UCF. M/F. $475/mth. All ulil.
incl. plus cable modem.
'
Call Lee 772-528-6347.

Valet Parking • Positions starting at
$9 • $12/hr are available for friendly,
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

PART TIME WI FE WANTED
Winter Park father w/ broken arm
needs help around the house. Days &
pay flexible. Call 407-718-2780

Do you like••~

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bed room homes for
rent. $895 t o $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to v iew our r entals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.

(

lfm
Mlnut~s from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of McCulough. Great
412.5 house. Lg. screer;i TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat In kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Cali 407-971-2428.

Studio apartment starting from
January to May. Less than 1 mile
from UCF. Unfurnished. Gated apt.
community. $525/mo.
706-254-0791.

•

Looking for M/F to live in a 3/2 house w/
a professional F. 5 miles from UCF.
$400/mo. incl. everything. Internet incl.
Large.yard. W/D. 407-834-4000.

•

Room avail. for female in Northgate
Lakes, across from UCF. Fully furnished
4br/4ba, ail util. and ethernet incl.
$470/mo plus move-in fees. Avail. Now to
8/04. Cali Kristina@ 941-685-3457.

1 M/F N/S room w/priv. bath in U.House.
December rent free. $451/mo. Incl. util.,
cable, 3 HBO's, and ethernet. Move-in
after fail classes. Cail Amanda
407-381-5587 or leave message.

•

•

•

..
•

•

4/2 Home in quiet neighborhood .
Min. from UCF. Family room, Kitchen
W/D, Phone, Cable, HBO, Showtime,
Broadband, Fenced Yard. $450/ mo.
incl. util. Call Anna 407-365-2382.

· Room for Rent in 3/3 at Jefferson
Commons. Fully furn. , all util. incl., free
shuttle to UCF, free tan, cable, HBO, etc.
Avail. ASAP. Lease 'Iii 08/04. $45 moves
you in!I! Call anytime 407-414-6427.
Jefferson Commons 4/4 apt. w/ resort
style pool view. Must be F student. Ali
. amenities incl. Carport. $510/mo. incl.
util. Needed ASAP. 352-255-5375.

Need 2 Female Roommates to share
4B/2.5B home in Waterford Lakes. Prefer
grad students or faculty. N/S. No pets.
$395/mo. $100 deposit, half utilities.
Open Lease. Call Alex 407-758-1068.

1b/1b in 4b/4b in Village at Science Drive
Apartment for Sublease ASAP!
Furnished and includes utilities.
No security deposit. November's rent is
free! Call 407-739-2182.

1 clean roommate needed in furnished
unfurnished. No pets. $450/mo. util. incl.,
W/D, cable and DSL. Cali 321-377-0808
or 407-677-9051.

F/M for lease starting Dec/Jan to share
4/4 apt. with 3 nice males. lnexpeusive
rent incls. util. W/D. Community pool.
Large bedroom w/ walk-in closet.
Call 407-252-4843

M/F needed for a 1b in a large 4b twostory house. Located behind UCF in the
Ashington Park development. $450/mo,&
all util. incl. w/ cable + satellite.
Call Jason@ 407-382-8907.

in Pegasus Landing. All utll. Incl. Free
cable, HBO ·and ethernet. $475/mo.
M/F. No deposit, no fees.
Dec. rent Is paid! Call 407-362-2913:

312 house one mi. from UCF. Bedroom

No Place Like Home

•
,.

Apt. for rent @ Village of Alafaya Club.
Pool, workout room, basketball ct, good
parking, valet trash. Great people to live
with. Only $470 includes all. Avail
immediately. Cali 407-312-2192.

Room in house for rent. $315/mo.
15x10ft BO. Screened pool, high speed
Internet, cable, W/D, garage & full
kitchen. Clean, drug free, NS. Call
321-243-7170 or email ditlet@aol.com.

1 F for 4/2 apt. 'at Pegasus Pointe. Fully
furn., all util. incl., ethernet, cable, alarm,
W/D, and free shuttle. No Move-in fee.
$445/mo. Move-in ASAP.
Call 321-438-1343 or 407-532-3132.

•

Room avail. behind UCF:
$300/mnth. Incl. all utll. (except
phone), use of W/D and kitchen
privileges. Call
407-492-3628 or 407-382-4981

1bd/1 ba F N/S for 3/3 in Jefferson Lofts.
Full!,' furn., all util. incl., Brand Newl
HUGE walk-in closet - MUST SELLI Nov.
rent is paid - Avail. NOW! $586/mo .
· Call 407-362-4258 or 561-252-5660.

Waterford Lakes, UCF, VCC Area
1 or 2 bd in a nice house near Curry Ford
Road and Alafaya Trail, (10 min.
bicycling to Waterford Lakes Mali). Close
to 417 ar:id 408. Pool, tennis, basketball,
softball, jogging, fishing, pool table
Cali (407)760-0768, $495 util. incl.

Room for rent in 4/4 at Pegasus

•

..

Room avail. in 4/2 house min. from UCF
at Waterford Lakes. Fully furnished
w/ two closets and private bathroom.
$400/mo. incl. util. + internet.
Call 321-663-1406.

•

F looking for nice, clean roommate to
share 2/2 cond0-in Ventura Country
Club. Guard gated, fully furn., util. incl.
$450/mo. 13 mi. from UCF, 5 from
Valencia. Call 407-277-1489 for more info

~

-

Female roommate wanted for 212 at
Jefferson Commons. $460 per month all
amenities. included. Avail Dec/Jan.
Cali Dana 561-385-2899
& leave message.
M roommate wanted for 2/2 at Dockside
condos. $500/mo incl. everything: W/D,
util, cable, internet, pool, tennis courts,
Call 6iCo {cel9- 727-542-7938 or email at
. "':' rgreen@fampabay.rr.com.

ACADEMIC TUTORING

Bed - Brand new double-sided plush
queen pillow-top set, with warranty, can
deliver, $250. 407-383-0585.

In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc. In home services avail. Cali
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Bedroom Set for Sale

CLASS ACTION LAWSUIT?

incl. a full size waterbed, a nightstand, a
dresser w/ attached mirror, a desk w/ a
hutch, and matching chair. $500 obo.
Call 407-282-0262.
DINING ROOM SET - Comlete with
table, chairs, lit hutch & buffet, brand
new, $995. 407-275-0935.

Are you a disabled UCF student
past or present? Has the university
or Instructors failed to provide you
with proper accommodations?
Please contact UCFISWRONG@aol.-.
com Discretion 100% assured.

1998 Saturn SL1 . Silver. ·5 speed,
$3250 obo. Call 407-383-2277.

!I DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!
Attention ail UCF Acura, Honda, Import
. and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call· THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399-7514. ASE certified* and beats
most independent shop rates!

NEED.

3f=uture

HELP?

3f=foriba
I TheStudentNewspaperSen1JngUCFSJnce196B I

let the Future's Help Wanted
section go to work for you
for. as little as $6.50 an issue.
·Call 407-447-4555
or e-mail
classifieds@udnews.coni
today!

$11.95 A MONTH DENTAL PLAN
raiiena17@aol.com or 407-997-3853.

lm!J
~ne owner. ?Ok miles. Great condition.

€entral

,_

RETAIL

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses by Renee
407-681-3612 or 407-701-7432.

1/1 in 3/3 apt.

3 great rooms avail. Jan:, near UCF,
pool, clubhouse, tennis courts, lake.
$500/mo., yearly lease.
Cali Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.

1\1

BEDROOM SET - 6 pieces, new in
boxes, $450. 407-~75-0612.

Landing. $465/mo. incl. all util., cable, 3
HBO's, and ethemet. Fully furn. Free
shuttle to UCF. Move-in after finals. $350
moves you in. Cali 407-362-4394.

UCF Area. 2BR/2BA Modular Home.
960 sqft. Split floorplan. Appliances
stay. Located 1/2 mi. East of Alafaya
on East Colonial Dr. In Deerwood
Community. 1535 Barkwood Ln.
Asking $24,900. Call 407·616·9989.

Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel (407) 362-2726.
Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
b~eak '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group
discounts-for 6+.
www.sprlngbreakdlscounts.com or
800-838-8202.
'

M/F for a 1/1 in a 4/4 2-story Jefferson
Lofts. $575 incls. util. cable, internet,
tanning, parking & the upstairs bedroom.
Available immediately. 321-689-9279.

Bed - Full size mattress set, new, w/warranty,
407-275-0935.

Or second. Or third. Intrigued? Go to
www.offerplace.com/chase144 and
apply for a credit card now. No
annual fee, onllne credit access,
eligibility for valuable rewards & built
your credit history.

Let us be your first.

Dell Latitude C600. 750 MHz, 256
MB of ram, Network Interface Card,
56k modem. 20 GB HD and 24x CD
Rom. $589.00. Call Tony
321-231-2207.
Selling 2 piece wood dresser for $25.
Sleeper sofa for $30. Rocker/recliner for
$20. Smail desk for $10. Queen size bed
for $30. 2 Fisher speakers for $20.
Please call at 407-359-9004.

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health, and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www:ia1unorlando.org .
AA Meetings
Tuesdays, 6:30 pm
Campus Wellness Center
Avail. for students, staff and faculty.

SPIRITUALITY 101
' Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www".eventodaward.com.

I

Stuck on a tough term paper?
ThePaperExperts.com can help! Expert
writers will help you with editing, writing,
graduate school applications. We'll help
on any subject - visit us 24n &t
ThePaperExperts.com

$8?.

Huge blowout sale.
50-75% off cleats and apparel.
10% off non-closeout Items w/ad.
www.GOKAPPA.com, 407-239-7636

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, Wrongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/Foreclosure, Wills/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

Best in Jamaica! Hottest' Destinations!
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Campus Reps Wanted!
Cali 1-800-733-6347
www.beachlifevacations.com
SPRING BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for discount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Honeymoon Speclallsts - Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience In
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and Ideas for every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.
View all classifieds online anytime at
www.UCFnews.com! Call today for
new ad placement 407-447-4555
or e-mail classlfleds@UCFnews.com

fl'!

ORLANDO CL

www.ucfnews.com/travel
Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

BAHAMA
SPRING BREAK

FOR ASTHMA

M.D.

Christian singers: Join our choir
mission trip to Japan 5/31-6/14/04.
Praise '& worship, and black gospel.
We'll help you raise your support.
407-273-4454
www.MissionToJapan.org
CITADEL OF LIFE CATHEDRAL
Pastor: Bishop Larry & Toni Chester
Located at: Holiday Inn Select - UCF
Sunday Worship Service @11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study@ 7 p.m.
www.bishoplc.com
"IT'S NOT CHURCH AS USUAL"

s1agoo [ 5 oa11S1 4 HiDhts
s23980

700

1 DavS/ 6 Nights

,·

Prices include:
Round-trip luxury cruise wtth food. Accommodations
on the island at one of fen resorts (your choice).
IP11811Cllla Tl'llVel

1-800-861-5018

Is college too stressful? .
Lose Weight Now! OR
Gain energy and mental alertness!
Free samples! 407-365-1627.
www.liveslimnow.com.

www.Bahamasun.1;0m
We'll beat anv Package Price!
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Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to -0ver 15 international
destinations - including Aruba, Dominican
Republic, Costa Rica, Caribbean hot spots
and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available now! 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com

Crossword

• Are 12 or older
• Have a history of asthma for at least 3 months
are treated with medication
• Do not smoke
You may qualify for q 42-week clinical research study.
Study participants receive at no cost:
• St.udy related medical care and testing
• Study Medication
Qualifying participants will be reimbursed for time and
travel.
Contact:

Orlando Clinic for Asthma and Respiratory Diseases
407-265-7775 ext.7

ACROSS
1 On the sheltered
side
5 Corporal
O'Reilly
10 Partiality
14 Mentor
15 Chew the
scenery
16 Fails to be
17 Made worse
19 Archibald or
Thurmond
20 Do cobbling
21 Tool with teeth
22 Make headWay
~ Lima's nation
25 Dry wind from
the Sahara
27 Imaginary
31 Novel thought
32 Comic Philips
33 City on Seneca
Lake
38 Legal claims
40 Used scissors
42 Type of boom
43 Turns out
45 Greek letter
47 Ice-cream
holder
48 Assumes
51 Putdown
55 Per _ (for each
day)
56 Pick a field?
57 Bashful
59 That's enough I
63 Opera highlight
64 Carole King
song
66 Fortitude
67 Explosive stuff
68 Tiger's sponsor
69 Fewer
70 Descendant
71 PGA pegs

0 2003 Tl'ibt.#Le Media Servtees, Inc.
All right• reserved.

Relaxing
Detroit flayer
Eureka
Newton or
Stern
12 Playful prank
13 Ott. skill
18 Trebek of
"Jeopardy'
24 Leatherneck's
org.
26 AAA advice
27 Cleo's river
28 Valhalla VIP
29 Requirement
30 Sigh1seeing
· excursions
DOWN
34 Unhelpful reply
1 Petri dish
35 Grandson of
medium
Eve
2 Olympic sled
36 Clinging plant
3 Work units
37 Suit toppers
4 Henry James
39 Dines
novel, with "The" 41 Heavy, dull
5 Abstracted
sound
musing
44 Attica and San
6 Physicians' org.
Quentin
46 Court ruling
7 Polka followers
8
9
10
11

Please see soluti

Sponsored by

AFFORDABLE
LIFE & HEALTH
INSURANCE
Specializing In Families & Individuals
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN

407-443-4197
ratzm@bellsouth.net
MW/FLOOC.I • fhls ad expires on or befOf& 1114/04

49 Of a common
54 lridescem gems
cuttural heritage 58 Abominable
50 Unskllied laborer
51 Speak with long

vowels
52 Macabre
53 Buckets

sin next issue - Mon. 11117

If'
I'
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November 13, 2003 • Central Florida Future

A.re you struggling to find your path and purpose?
Are you looking for direction in your life?

I)

11

\)

I)

Come hear national speaker,
Reed Harris of Weston, MA, talk on

I)

Q

"Preparing for the
Real World:
A Spiritual Focus~'

Q

Unlimited Night ·&
Weekend Minutes

'

\)

600 Anytime Minutes
(400 included & 200 additional
Anytime Minutes)

Friday night, Nov. 14, at 7:3 0. p.m.
in the UCF Student Union Building.

Nationwide Long
Distance inclu'd ed

I)

t)

Get a Nokia 3650
$299.99 SRP
-$200.00 ~~~~~Rebate
I

$99.99
Credit check and sales tax apply.

Based on the life-changing ideas found in
the best ~eller,

-:)

a ·I

Science and Health,
with Key to the Scriptures
~y

UCF
Washington Center

Mary Baker Eddy,

Mr. Reed speaks about the practicality of a spiritual
perspective in resolving life's problems and
dissolving fears.
The simplicit;r and pow~r of the ideas in
Science and Health
have transformed the lives of millions
who have ventured into its pages for over 125 years.
I

For more details, call 407-896-7810
Sponsored by First Church of Christ, Scientist
915 N. Femcreek Ave.
Orlando, FL 32803

See it. Snap it. Share it: Ask about mMode"" PIX today!

'

(On Campus next to the
Bookstore)

Mon-Fri 9am - 6pm
407-497-0673

=
-

'°'81T Wireless
authorized dealer

Oviedo Ma.r ketplace

,)

(In front of Barnes and
Noble Bookstore) ·

Mon-Sat 1Oam - 9pm
Sun. Noon - 6pm
. 407-971-0771

')

0

An additional monthly $1.75 Regulatory Program Fee will be.added ,t o your bill for each line
of service to help fund AT&T Wireless compliance with various government mandated
programs. This is not a tax or a government required charge. Limited time offer. Requires
new activation on a qualified AT&T Wireless calling plan, credit approval, $36 activation fee,
two-year agreement, a 'compatible device and a $175 cancellation fee. May not be available
for purchase or use in all areas. Usage is rounded up to the next full mim,1te. Unused monthly
minute allowances lost. Rqaming, additional minute charges, other restrictions, charges,
surcharges and taxes apply. The majority of your airtime usage must be on the AT&T Wireless
Network to be eligible for service. Subject to General Terms and Conditions and calling ·plan
brochure. May not be available with other offers. Signed two-year agreement must be
, 1 returned within f irst 60 days or you will receive benefits associated with one-year agreement.
Night and Weekend Minutes Promotion: Available on calls placed from the Home Service
Area. Applicable long distance charges additional. Night and weekend airtime is from 9:00
p.m. to 5:59 a.m. Monday Friday; and Friday 9:00 p.m. through Monday 5:59 a.m. Additional
Anytime Minutes: Available as long as your rate plan remains unchanged. All terms and
conditions relating to Included Anytime Minutes apply. Nationwide Long Distance: No
wireless long distance charges apply to cal!s placed from your Home Service Area to
anywhere in the U.S. Standard airtime charges apply. Credit card calls excluded. ©2003 AT&
T Wireless Services. All rights reserved.
'
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How it
wentwron

ll
Saves sophomore
men's soccer
goalkeeper Ryan
Mcintosh has
recorded this season.

Total career saves
' Mcintosh has
amassed so far, fourth
--~
all-time at ucF. •

Rank ~f women's
soccer in the
Southeast Region
heading into the
NCAA. tournament.

)

Rank of Gators'
women's soccer in the
Southeast Region
heading into the
NCAA tournament.

Briefs .
Men's soccer
goalkeeper Ryan r
Mcintosh was named
the A-Sun "Defensive
) Player of the Year."
Mcintosh led the
conference with a
0.94 goals-againstaverage, en route to
seven shutouts.
: Women's soccer drew
a rematch against
• the Florida Gators in
' •the first round of the
·NCAA tournament
~·~tomorrow in
·: Gainesville.The
-Knights lost 4-0 to
• he Gators in the first
- : round of the 2001
1 •
NCAA tournament,
and earlier this
_;5eason fell 3-1 to UF.

;i

. ·ucF volleyball middle
blocker Amanda
·:stoutjesdyk was named the A-Sun
) : "Player of the Week."
The junior totaled 21
• · kills and eigHt blocks
-this past weekend - against Jacksonville
and Stetson.

,Men~ soccer will

look to repeat as ASun champs as the
conference
. tournament kicks off
today in Macon, Ga.
.• . The Florida
Gators host UCF
women's soccer
.tomorrow in the first
l round ofNCAA '
tournament action
... Women's B-Ball
hosts Winning Ways
in an exhibition
matchup at 7:30
p.m. Saturday at the
UCF Arena ... Men's
' and women's cross
country head to the
NCAA regionals in
Auburn, Ala.

,h

Quotab
"Regardless of how
long Iget to stay
here, my job is to do
what's best for UCF. I •
take a lot of honor in
that.I'm a UCF guy."
-INTERIM

FOOTBALL HEAD
COACH ALAN GOOCH
~'ve taken care of my

·1 schoolwork and my
· business here at UCF,

and I made amistake
and I've paid for it.
]'ow I've got to learn

.flJ>m it and move on."
-OFFENSIVE

LINEMAN DAN

VE£tlSTRA ON HIS
ONE-GAME
USPENSION

2002: After
finishing with a 6-i
record in their first
season of Mid-American
Conference play, the
Knights rejoiced as they
watched four players
drafted into the NFL, and
another five signed as
free agents. The draft
showing was the best
UCF had ever seen.

3

2000: The Knights
won their biggest
game ever as they
ruined Alabama's
Homecoming, 40-38. UCF '
fans got their first good
look at Kruczek's newest
offensive weapon:
redshirt freshman Ryan
Schneider, who finished
ranked 17th in the
nation in total offense.
Despite another tough schedule, which also
featured the Knights'
inaugural matchup
with Virginia Tech and 1
NFL superstar Michael
Vick, Kruczek's squad I
managed a 7-4 record.

Sept. 9, 2003: Knights' fans are baffl~ after Division
I-AA FAU marches into the Citrus·Bowl and nearly ·
hands UCF its second loss of the new season. While
Kruczek and Co. escaped with the victory, many are left.
wondering if the preseason losses were an omen.
Sept. 27, 2003: UCF drops its first
MAC game of the season after ·
Schneider is taken out with a separated shoulder. The Knights' MAC ambitions are dimmed as the standout quarterback's injury keeps him out for
three weeks.

Sports Editor

Last Tuesday,
twas supposed to be a season just hours after
of celebration: Instead, a announced its acceptance of
whirlwind of scandal, suspen- an all-sports invitation to join
sions and firing have .tar- Conference USA, Schneider and
nished the Knights' silver anniver- .oenter Cedric Gagne-Marcoux
sary.
were' suspended for the season
UCF began its 25th year of foot- after failing to secure properly
ball with hopes of fielding its finest signed classroom attenp.ance docuteam.ever. A season iii which the ments. That night, starting cornerKnights were supposed to have ~ack Omar Laurence was arrested
.their deepest and strongest and suspended indefinitely for the
defense saw the · foundation torn possession of two firearms. Two
apart by a number of losses due to days later, offensive lineman Dan
academic problems and th~ firing Veenstra and defensive lineman
on Monday of Coach .Mike Kruczek. DeMarcus Johnson also were
Before the Knights' season even suspended.
began, UCF lost four key players.in
With the loss of all five
· defensive end Rashad Jeanty, tight starters,
some
end Michael Gaines, linebacker younger players
Chad Mascoe and fullback Andreall were asked to fill
Curry. The injury bug depleted the the void in last .
roster further as red.shirt freshman Saturday's ·
receiver Andre Sumpter also went game against
. do~ before the season started.
Eastern
The Knights had a tough enough Michigan. In
challenge in ·replacing last year's a controverdynamic duo of wide receivers sial move,
Jimmy Fryzel .and Doug Gabriel. · freshman
But Sumpter's demiSe foreshad- Steven
owed·an uncharacteristic offensive Moffett was
drought that has lasted the entire stripped of his
season.
redshirt status
'Ibugh losses both-on and off the and thrown into
field became the _theme of UCF's the
starting
young team, as standout quarter- quarterbacfy. role.
back Ryan-Schneider was sidelined His inexperience .
with a shoulder injury in just the stood out, and the
· fourth game. Schneider's absence Knights fell again.
On Monday, Kruczek
not only saw the Knights drop their
first MAC game of the· season was· out, and assistant
against Kent State, but a subse- head coach Alan Gooch was
quent 28-0 rout at the hands of in as interim. ·
'
Ohio. The Bobcats were the first
Gooch now must take the team
team in 18 years to blank the into its final two games of the seaKnights.
son,
against
Mid-American
From ·that game on, the once- Conference powerhouses Marshall
and Miami of Ohio. Whatever the
promising season fell apart.
First came a·loss to Akron, then outcome of those contests, this seaa narrow victory over Central son is already-the Knights' worst
Michigan. The Knights were meant · since they began Division 1-A play.
to play- patsy for West Virginja's But that's not to say Kruczek didn't
Homecoming, but still held ·their have plenty of highlights before the
own in a ;fine all-;ll'ound perform-. end.
ance. Still, no one was prepared for
Fbllow the numbers to see how it
the week that would follow.
all went wrong.

I

1999: Kruczek
·steers UCF
against one of
the toughest
schedules in the
country in the postCulpepper era. The
Knights held strong
as they were pushed
around by Purdue,
Florida and Georgia
Tech, all of which
were ranked in the
Top 25. UCF nearly
pulled an upset of
ninth-ranked
Georgia, losing 2423.

D
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ASHLEY BURNS

2

1998:
Kruczek, who
spent 13
years as an
assistant coach and
offensive
coordinator at UCF
under Gene
McDowell, takes
the helm. Under
Kruczek,
quarterback
Daunte Culpepper
became a
household name as
the.senior finished
third in the nation
in totalpffense.
Kruczek's powerful
offensive scheme
·gives the Knights
their most
impressive.season
. to date as they
ftnished 9-2.

B

.

f
f
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Oct. 11, 2003: Kruczek's
squad is tired and overwhelmed by injury as the
Knights suffer their first shutout
loss in 18 years against Ohio.

m

Nov.4-6,2003:Thefloorgives
out as Schneider and four
other start,ers are suspended.
Schneider, who was on pace to break
the remainder of Culpepj>er's records,
sees his career at UCF abruptfy end.
Nov. 8, 2003: Kruczek and the
Knights suffer an immeasurable
loss at the hands of Eastern
Michigan, the 11 Sth-ranked team in the nation.

IE

Nov. 10, 2003: UCF becomes the second MAC
team in a week to announce the firing of its
football coach. Kruczek's 18year career at UCF is over.

Former Coach Mike Kruaek's
quick slide to the bottom
undennines an 18-year career
of uphill climbs toward success.

ILLUSTRATION BYAMBER PLANK &JERROD ROCKHILL I CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Life after ·Kruczek
UCF prepares for Marshall

under interim coach Gooch
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

While the announcement of Coach Mike
Kruczek's firing shocked many football players,
the harsh reality is that the Knights still have
two huge home games left in their schedule.
Under interim Coach Alan Gooch, UCF must
prepare to face an injury-plagued Marshall next
Wednesday night at the Citrus Bowl. Adding
extra pressure for the troubled Knights, that
game will be nationally televised on ESPN2.
Last season the Knigh\l traveled to
tington, W. Va., and surre#;ered a heartn

brealdng 26-21 defeat to the Thundering.Herd
in one of only two MAC losses for the team.
While the Knights then were led by the strong
arm and on-field leadership of quarterback
Ryan Schneider, the current team must depend
on the promisi.Qg yet inexperienced talent of
freshman Steven Moffett.
Athletic Director Steve Orsfui, however, is
confident that while the Knights have seen their
share of turmoil recently; the youth of the prograiµ is an upside that eventually will reverse
this season's turn of events. _
"That's where it all starts when you're building a program at the next level -what kind of
quality of student-athletes you're working
with," Orsfui said.
I

~
~
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PLEASE SEE

GOOCH ON B7

BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Interim head coach Alan Gooch must prepare the Knights for Wednesday nig~home matchup with Marshall, televised on ESPN2.

Team spirit keeps
volleyball rolling
MATT DUNAWAY
Staff Writer

Frankly, UCF volleyball (20-6,
10-0 A-Sun) is having a Whalen
of a season.
However. it hasn't been just
senior setter Jenny Frank or
senior h1>ero Lindsey Whalen
leading the way. At some point
dming the season, each member
of the squad has had to step up
and shoulder the load.
There are no 'Ts" on this
team, and although the ladies
can spell, no "me's" either.
"That's just what our wins
have been, team wins," Coach
Meg Coiado said "We have had
different people contrJ.lmte to the
wins at different times, without
regard to who gets the credit,
and because of that we are flourishing as a team."
Outside hitter Emily Watts
,who le.ads the team registering
334 kills, was out with a lower
back injury for three matches
just as the Knights were starting
the defense of their back-t~back
Atlantic Sun titles in early
October.
'i\'atts started the season on
fire by captmingtwo tournament
MVP awards and being crowned
A-Sun "Player of the Week."
Middle blocker Amanda
Stoutjesdyk and outside bitter
Kate street also missed time due
to injmy. However the injuries
did not deter the Knights.
Enter outside hitter Tanya
Jarvis and middle blocker Cbaz
Arah.
W:d.h watts out of line-up,
Jarvis smashed double-digit kills
in all three matches. The
Orlando native had a doubledouble and set a personal best
against Belmont for hitting percentage.
Arah came off the bench, and
did much of the same. Against
Lipscomb, Arah banged in 11
kills on 17 attempts only to better
herself a w~k later at Troy State
slapping down 21 kills on a 0.741
hitting percentage. That feat was
not only a career best but also

No. 9 all·time in school bistocy.
·~are a true team," Jarvis
said 'We support each other
through everytbillg."
Everything. Not just on the
volleyball court, but off the court
a.swell
When this team gets together
and practices, not only are blocking assignments discussed in the
frontcourt, but there are also life
lessons being taught as well
"I never realized how much
playing volleyball for UCF would
teach me about the person I am,"
Arah said. "Life lessons are very
eye-opening to me."
Just like any other coach,
Coiado uses the locker room as a
place to motivate her team
before a match.
·~ are good because we
have fun," Coiado said before a
recent match. ~d we have fun
because we are good."
Those words were something
that left on imprint on Frank and
her teammates. Something that
was not thought about only to be
brushed aside late~ but something that was taken to heart.
Cola.do and her assistants
believe in the same philosophy,
which is teaching first.
''.Adding Fredrick (Wagner) to
our staff during the off season
was a good pick-up for us,"
Colado said. "He has so much
knowledge and experience that
he brings to the program."
''The entire program is excellent and is continuing to
strengthen and grow," outside
hitter lillchelle Spaleta said.
"Each and every person brings
something unique."
However this team does have
its struggies. UCF was· riding
high, winners of eleven-straight
matches before running into
'rival Florida State, and after
startingAtlantic Sun play 6-0 the
Knights slipped up against
Coastal Carolina
"Why we give up runs of
points, I will never know," Frank
said "But every sport has its
gi:eat mysteries that we wonder
about."

~~AROUND

Coad! Meg Colado

And Colado wonders as well
how the team can look out of
sync against Coastal Carolina
and less than 12 hours later
come out firing on all cylinders,
shutting down Charleston
Southern.
"We wonder sometimes what
that special ingredient is," Coiado saici "We had a nice talk
on the bus ride back, and we are
always looking for-more consistency in our play."
UCF will be looking to capture its third straight A-Sun
championship beginning Nov. 21
at 5 p.m., taking on the winner of ·
Mercer/Florida Atlantic at the
UCF Arena.
"Hosting the conference tournament is a huge advantage for
us," Colado said "We like the
idea. of being able to sleep in our
own beds and have the comforts
of home."
The Knights will not be
dethroned without a fight.
"Conference is our focus for
the time being," Frank said ''.And
we will reach the goal we have
set to be number one."
"We would all rather be with
each other tba'n anyone eJse,"
Arahsaid.
There is also a confidence
that there are better things to
come like securing the school's
third-straight NCAA tournament
appearance.
"I can promise you this,"
Frank said. "There are only
more great things to come from
this amazing group of people."

THE MAC~~

Kent State.(4-6) vs. Bowling Green (7-2)
SERIES: Bowling Green leads 50-15-6.
LAST MEETING: Bowling Green has won the
last four meetings, including a 45-14 rout last year.
MATCHUP: Bowling Green, which enters the
matchup as the natiOn's No. 25 ranked football
program, controls its own destiny in the MAC West
title race. The Falcons have handed division leader
Northern IllinoiS its only setback and have a date
with defending champion Tuledo next week The
Falcons are led by multithreat quarterback Josh'
Harris, whose superb play landed him on Sports
Illustrated. He has compiled a career record of 206. The Falcons, who lost their only game to Ohio
State in the first half of the season, have the MAC's
top defense and offense. Kent State, which currentlyis in fourth place in the MAC's East Division,
will attempt to end Bowling Green's 11-game home
winning streak Junior quarterback Joshua Cribbs
leads the Golden Flashes.
~ PREDICTION: Bowling Green 34, Kent State 20.

Ohio (2-7) vs.Akron (6-5)
SERIES: Ohio leads 10-S-1.

LAHr MEETING: Akron has won three of the
last four against the Bobcats, including a 31-29
rally last year.
MATC.HUP: Akron snapped a tw~e losing
skid last week with a 40-28 victory over Central
Michigan. Charlie Frye, the MAC's top passer;
overcame a hip injw-y as he completed 27 of 34
passes for a school-record 416 passing yards and
added an additional 44 yards on the ground. The
Zips come into the matchup ranked No. 6 in NCAA
Division I-A in total offense. Although Ohio handed
UCF a 28-0 blow, the bottom feeder found a way to
lose to Buffalo, which sported an 18-game losing
streak at the time.
PREDICTION: Akron 28, Ohio 12. ,.X
.
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MarshaH
Akron
Kent State
Central Florida
Ohio
Buffalo
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2
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West:
Northern Illinois
Bowling Green
. Toledo
Ball State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Central Michigan .

t

Umited time offer: 9/22- I I /9

SUPPORT YOUR
KNIGHTS!
www.ucfathletics.com

East:
Miami(OH)

$11.99

UCF Athletics....RIGHT HERE. RIGHT NOW.

· Northern Illinois (9-1) vs. Toledo (6-3)
SERIES: Toledo leads 24-6.
LAST MEETING: Toledo has won the last nine
games against the Huskies, including a 33-30 win
last year.
MATCHUP: If Northern Illinois is going to keep
alive any realistic hopes of winning the MAC West
Division title and qualifying for its first bowl game
since 1983, it must find a way to defeat Tuledo, the
defending MAC West Champions. That's easier
said than done, however. The 21st-ranked Huskies
have not recorded a win in the series since 1989
and currently hold a nine-game losing streak
against the Rockets, who control their own destiny
and can capture the MAC West by winning their
final three games. Northern Illinois' Michael
Turner; who has rushed for 1,305 yards this season and leads all active NCAA running backs With
4,598 yards, is a difference maker. Toledo 'also has
a game breaker in quarterback Bruce
Gradkowski. He set a school record With 685 yards
of total offense and six touchdown.passes in a win
over Buffalo.
PREDICTION: Northern Illinois 24, Toledo 21.

P/,ay chef tonight and create
a culinary masterpiece
by combining two ofyour
App!,ebee's favorites for
one low price.

Thursday, November 13th
Men's Basketball Exhibition game v. St. Leo College at
7:30 p.m. in the UCF Arena. FREE TO EVERYONE!

Friday, November 14th
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Ball State (5-6) vs. Eastern Michigan (2-8)
SERIES: Ball State holds a 24-18-2 advantage.
LAST MEETING: Ball Sta,te has won the last
three, recording a 42-17 victory last year.
MATCHUP: Ball St~te's quarterback
Talmadge Hill and receiver Dante Ridgeway are
the main threat offensively. The two standouts
have combined for 44 scores in leading the '
Cardinals. One of Eastern Michigan's two wins
came at the expense of UCF, a 19-13 victory last
weekend.
·
PREDICTION: Ball State 27, Eastern Michigan ·
22.

Central Michigan (3-7) vs. Western Michigan (4-6)
SERIES: Western Michigan holds a 41-30-2
advantage.
LAST MEETING: Western Michigan scored a
decisive 35-10 victory last year.
MATCHUP: Western Michigan's offense is
highlighted by running back Phil Reed, who registered his sixth career 100-yard game last weekend in a 28-20 defeat against Ball State. Kendrick
Mosley also reached the century mark in receiving yardage for the Broncos offense, which averages 330.3 yards a game. Central Michigan has
dropped six of its last seven contests, but this is
an in-state rival so a win could be in reach this
weekend.
PREDICTION~ Central Michigan 17, Western
Michigan 15.
- FRITZ lDRISTON

Come out and join us for SGA's Knight Stock! We'll be
hosting a Buff.ale Wing Eating Contest to get ready for UCFs
Football game v. Marshall! If you want to sign up to participate
in the wing eating cor.1test, log on to

Wednesday', November 19th
UCF v. Marshall at the Citrus Bowl. THIS JS UCF'S FJRST
NATJONALLY TELEVISED GAME FROM OUR HOME
STADIUM! Come out and represent! G~t involved in our body

painting contest! log on to www.ucfathletics.comfor the detaifsf

•

GO KNIGHTS!

€tttttaf '1oriba 1uture

Thursday, November 13, 200.Y
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TAKING IT TO•••
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CF's women's basketb_all team, last year's
regular season A-Sun coiiference
champions, hope to build on last year's
success that took them to the A-Sun finals.
The men, who fell just short of the conference
title in 2002-03, are tooking to join the women
this year with a championship of their own.

,.

New faces but same game plan for·men

.'

.

FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

Each new season bring"S new challenges,
and this year is no different as th13 UOF
men's basketball program looks to continue
its upward mobility. .
'
TO accomplish tliat task, however, the
Knights must win the 'conference tournament, which in turn would earn them an
automatic bid to the NCAA tournament for
the third time under Coach Kirk Speraw.
It will not be a walk in the park With, two
new teams, the Atlantic Sun confere:i;ice has
realigned its landscape. In addition, five of
the conference's top scorers - all of them
playing on other teams --,.- are retu:mmg.
Coming off- a season in which they
equaled a school-best 21 wins, the Knights
must overcome not only key losses from la.St
year but alsq ine:xperience.
· ~ "Last year was a satisfying year both for
~r players and coaching staff, because I
think w~ did reach our full potential," Speraw
said, who enters pis 11tll year as head coach
with all' overall record of 146-148.

Hopes

Hoops

The men and women will both need
to overcome preseason A-Sun favorite
Georgia State if they want to bring
home a conference tjtle.

A group of dynamic sophomores that
were key to:last year's regular season
success must carry their momentum
into the UCF Arena this year.

e

His current challenge is getting the six
new guys and eight returnees together on the
same page.
Last year's overachievers defied the odds
and fell one win short of reaching the NCAA
tournament and setting a new school record
for victoi:ies. But Ray Abellard, Marius Boyd
and Ed Dotson; who provided the guidance
and leadership last year along with a combined 36.1 points-per-game average, have
since moved on. ·
. This year's squad bas little time to get
started · toward its goal. The College of .
Charleston, which was ranked 25th last year
when the Knights handed them an 82-64 loss,
will have revenge on its agenda in the second
matchup on the UCF schedule:
'We have a tough schedule," Roberto
Morentin conceded, a senior who returns as
the team's leading scorer and rebounder,
averaging ,10.3 points-and 5.7 rebounds. Still,
he said: "We're.going to surprise a lot of people. We like to run, and we have guys that can
do crazy dunks like Tu¢er (Lyons].·... We're
PLEASE SEE ·SPERAW ON B4

Three seniors look to carry the burden
for the men while a trio of returning
women plan on shouldering the load
when th.ey take to the floor.
f/
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MEN,S BASKETBALL~~

..

Coach Kirk Speraw

Record at UCF:
Conference record:
Hometown:
Playing experience:

146-148
92-81
Sioux City, Iowa
Iowa, 1975-79

Kirk Speraw, who has season last year.
enjoyed his share of
Speraw also led the
success at UCF, took over Knights to their first
defeat over a ranked
the program in 1993
opponent, knocking off
and wasted no time
getting the program on 25th·ranked College of
the right path.The folCharleston with a conlowing year, he led the
vincing 82-64 win at
Knights to their first
the UCF Arena a year
ever NCAA appearance. ago.
Aplayer's coach who
Speraw serves as the
learned the game while A-Sun's representative
playing at the
to the National
University of Iowa for
Association of
legendary coach Lute
Basketball Coaches
Olson, Speraw has guid- Congress.
ed the Knights to six of
their most successful
Assistant coaches:
season during his
Craig Brown, Dwight
tenure, including a
Evans and Tom
record tying 21-win
Schubert.

No.1

Marcus Avant
Junior Forward 67

No.2

cu

Doug Meeker
Senior Forw1rd, 67

~

No.3

e

Marcus McGee
Sophomore Forwiml,6'4"

No.12 Adam Picow

-cs
cu
-cs
c
cu
~
cu
...."'
c
cu
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Freshman Guanl, 5'10"

No.20 Troy Lindbeck
Sophomore Guard, 6'r

No.22 Robert Ross
Senior Forward, 6'7"

No.25 Adam Gill
Freshman Center, 6'9"

No.30 Joshua Peppers
Freshman Forward, 6'6"

No.35 William Bakanowsky
Sophomore Center, 6'9"

Hometown:

Oass:
Position:
Height:
Weight:

COURTESYUCF SPORTS MARKETING

Forward Josh Bodden saw action in 30 games last year, starting against Navy and Miami.

Speraw looking for
seniors to step up
83

the summer and early-fall
workouts; Morentin, if he can
going to play hard and leave get back to 100 percent physieverything on the 'court, as we call:;G Josh Bodden. Those are
did last year."
three seniors who are going to.
After tying a UCF record have to lead the way early until
with 32 starts last season, some of the other guys kind of
Morentin remains the Knights' get acclimated."
main scoring threat. He'll be
Indeed, the "go-to" position
joined in the paint by senior is not assigned. Players develop
Josh Bodden, who not only pr<>- into it by delivering in key situvides offense but also gives the ations. The "go-to guy" can be a
Knights a solid defensive pres- freshman, a walk-on or a
ence down low.
proven senior.
Although Morentin and
"Om goal is to get to the big
Bodden both play the five spot, dance [NCAA tournament],"
the tandem will see time on the Lyons said. "When the game is
comt at the same time. Bodden on the line, I want the ball in my
is comfortable outside the hands. I can either create a
blocks and has developed a shot f(?r someone else, or I can
shooting range from the take the shot or drive to1 the
perimeter. Both standouts also hole. I worked hard on my giline
will look to be aggressive on the this off-season. I'm trying· to
defensive end.
make it happen."
Lyons, the team's second~
The Knights coaching staff
leading scorer, will be the fan will have its hands full with
favorite. He stole the show at · inexperieRced players. But
MidKnight Madness on Oct. 17, coaches overcame that same
entertaining the student-domi- challenge a year· ago. Prior to
nated crowd with a variety of last season, three of this year's
dunks, which included a sensa- seniors - Lyons, Morentin and
tional 360-<iegree, two-handed Robert Ross - were junior-colstuffer that brought the audi- lege transfers who had never
ence to its feet.
played in Division I. Still, they
It has often been said that in each were able to contribute at
basketball, a team is one guy key moments last season.
away from winning it all. Teams · Where the Knights will be
that have a "go-to guy" are con- affected the most, however, is in
fident. They win close games, the loss of Abellard, who probecause the "go-to guy" steps vided a long-distance shooting
·
up whenever his team needs a threat.
big basket or a defensive stop.
The Knights are looking to
Abellard and Dotson, who employ a backcourt by commitcombined to lead the Knights in tee until some sort of continuity
scoring 27 times last year, or chemistry can be estabaccepted the "gu-to" role and in lished.
Sophomore
Try
the'process pulled fom wins in Landbebeck, who saw action in
a row in the A-Sun conference three games last season, is a
tomnament, where UCF 'fell proven threat from beyond the
short 80-69 in the champi- arc. He shot 35 percent (35-100)
onship game to Troy State.
from 3-point-land last year.
Speraw is looking to Lyons,
'We have got a lot of teacha 6-foot-5-inch senior who aver- ing to do with this team,"
aged 11.9 points in conference Speraw said Of his young but
games last year, and fellow sen- talented incoming class. "Lots
iors Morentin and Bodden to of new faces. Lots of people that
gr9w into that role for the have not played Division I
Knights.
before. Yet it's a group that I
'.'I don't know if it's going to think understands how to play
be just one guy," Speraw said. "I the game."
think it's going to be a lot of dif- He added: "It's an unselfish
ferent . individuals stepping up group. r think we can be a very
in different times. You look at good passing team. Hopefully,
guys like Dexter, who has done we can be a very good defensive
a lot to improve himself over team."
FROM

Hometown:

Men's home schedule
All home games played at the UCF Arena

11/22
12/6
12/30
1/3
1/5
1/17
1/19
1/28
1/31
2/12
2/14
2/26
2128
3/4-3/6

Puerto Rico Mayaguez
Navy
Tennessee Martin
Georgia State
Mercer
Lipscomb
Belmont
FAU
Troy State
Jacksonville
Stetson
Gardner-Webb
Campbell
Atlantic Sun TournomenMNoshvi//e)

7:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30p.m.
4:00p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.

Oass:

#10 - Kingsley Edwards

#4- Dexter y.ons

Hometown:
Class:
Position:
Height:
Weight:

players from last year's starting
lineup. Adam Mark led the
Bruins with an average of 16.4
points per game, while Steve
Draben and Jese Snyder
accounted for 12.8 and 6.7,
respectively.

Men's outlook
The only way to reach the
NCAA tournament for small-con~
ference teams like those· in the
Atlantic Sun is to win the conference tournament. But with four
teams that boasted 20 or more
wins last year for the first time in
the league's 25-year history Troy St~te (26), Mercer (23),
UCF (21) and Jacksonville State
(20) - expect a lot of competition for the title.
Adding to the drama is the
retilrn of five of last season's top
10 conference scorers: Georgia
State's Nate Williams, who led
with 521 points and an 18-pointper-game average; Campbell's
Tarik Johnson (17.1), Belmont's
Adam Mark (16.4), FAU's
Earnest Crumbley (16.2) and
Mercer's Scott Emerson (15.1).
· With
the
addition
of
Lipscomb, the A-Sun this season
will have 11 teams. However,
Lipscomb and Gardner-Webb are
ineligible to, compete in the conference tourney due to NCAA
rules regarding their elevation to
Division I status this year.
The breakdown on the season:
T~~

BELMONT

Belmont,
which lost 76-58
to
Georgia
State in the
~~!! i:";;;,,i;;,;-..:;i first round of
8RUlllS
the
A-Sun
championship, returns three

CAMPBELL
Campbell
failed to qualify for the ASun tournament last yeru:: But
with a new coach and two
starters returning from last
year's squad, which registered a
1-15 conference record, the
Camels are looking to looking to
rebuild. Robby Dupre and Brad
McKeiver, who accounted for 8.9
points per game combined, are
the returnees.

UCF

Despite
the loss of
r;ifi.DS' Jlll'jlff its top two
scorers, UCF is optimistic about its chances to walk
away with the A-Sun's only bid to
the big dance. Roberto Morentin
and Dexter Lyons, who averaged
10.2 and 9.8 points, respectively,
return from the starting lineup.

FLORIDA
ATLANTIC
FAU, which
, _ made head-

4:

lines for its
entry into the
NCAA tournament two years
ago, failed to even qualify for the
A-Sun tournament with a 3-13
conference record..Jeff Cowans,
who averaged 14.6 points per
g'c1me as the team's second-leading scorer, is one of two
returnees from the starting lineup.
~·

GARONER-WEBB
Although
GarnerWebb
returrrs four
starters, the Bulldogs will not be
eligible for the conference championship and therefore are playing to spoil the other team's
chances. They 'will benefit from
the scoring abilities of Tim
Behrendorff and Chris Wiggins,
who combined for more than 19
points per game last year.

GEORGIA STATE

Favored in
the A-Sun preseason polls for
the fourth consecutive year, ·Georgia
State returns four starters
from a team that reached the
conference tournament semifinals last year before losing to
Troy State. Lamont Mcintosh
and Nate Williams, both named
to the preseason All-Conference
team, highlight the retlli'nees.

JACKSONVILLE
Jacksonville
lost 10 players
from last year's
team, which boasted an 8-8 conference record, losing to Mercer
in the first round of the conference
tournament.
Nolan
McBride, who averaged 4.9
points and 3.1 rebounds per
game, is the Dolphins' lone
returning upperclassman.

LIPSCOMB
ri (- ·'·/·.. )'r;r J11r1;
• •· . I J
Lipscomb,
"'

---~

1

~

~!

13-16 overall
last year, will
not be eligfble to
participate in the
A-SJJ.n tournament
in its first year ' ' competition in
7

the conference. But ,the Bi.sons
have a strong player in fifth-year 'I
senior Russell Hankins, who
sank 47.6 percent of his shots
from 3-point range, while averaging more than 8 points per game.

MERCER

Led by A-Sun
preseason
"Player of the
~ ·Year"
Scott
Emerson, Mercer looks to better
last year's 23-6 overall record,
the greatest singie-season turnaround in·NCAA history en route
to earning a share of the A-Sun .
regular-season title. The Bears
will have the service of three
retW'Iling starters in addition to
Emerson, who averaged 15.1
points and 9.1 rebounds per
game.

S

'STETSON

With the help of
three
returning
starters, Stetson, 412 in the conference
last year, hopes to
qualify for the A-Sun tournament
for the first time in three years.
The Hatters' tough non-conference schedule includes Miami,
Florida and Florida State.

TROY STATE
Troy State finished 26-6 and won
last season's ASun championship
to advance to the
NCAA tournament
for the first time in school history.
The Trojans return two starters
in seniors Greg Davis and Rob
Lewin, who also wa8 selected as
a member of the preseason .AH-Conference team.
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Coach Gail Striegle·r
•

•
Record at UCF:
Conference record:
Hometown:
Playing Experience:

55-62
39-33
Fayetteville,Ark.
Central Arkansas, 1985-89

After guiding the
Knights to a 19-11 overall record against big
conference opponents
such as Florida,
Mississippi State and
Florida State last year,
Gail Striegler was recognized as the AtlanticSun Conference Coach of
the Year.
Striegler, who e~ters
her fifth season at the
helm, has made UCF
women basketball program a formidable force
in the A-Sun and
beyond.
She took over the

· program in the 19992000 season and led the
Knights to a humble 1938 record her first two
seasons. Once she build
up astaff and recruited
some talents, Striegler
led the program to a 1713 overall record, which
included wins over
Kansas and Georgia
State.
Assistant coaches:
Jen Schneider, Kaycee
Kapels and Latricia
Gunnels.
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No.3

Claudia Johnson

No.4

Ali Roberts
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No.10 Lashaunda Slade

0

Sophomore Guard S'S"
Junior Center, 6'3"
Freshman Guard, 5'5"

No.15 Cassie Miliner
Freshman Guard I Forward, 5'1O"

GI

No.20 Keunta Miles

GI

No.22 5helby Webber

"'cGI '

No.40 Courtney Stroud

~
....

E

Freshman Forward, 6'0"
Freshman Forward, 6'1"
Freshman Center, 6'2"

No.44 Jeralynn Campbell
Sophomore Center, 6'3"
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cu
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aass:
Position;
Height

Oass:
Position:
Height: ·

Hometown:

to
improve on
its 19-10 reg.:-;;ioiiiioi-=i ular-season
record of a
yeat ago, will return three
starters,
including
Erica
Davenport, who was selected to
the preseason All-Conference
team. Davenport was ranked
among the top 10 in the NCAA in
t-ee throw percentage and
als per game prior to an
ury.

•==

Titusville,
Florida

Class:

gory last year and was named coach. Th e Bulldogs did not Monica Blake, Angie Easter and
to the preseason All-Confer ence qualify for the A-Sun tour na- Beth Br adley.
team. Still, the Camels posted a ment. They return four st arters
9-19 overall record and lost to from last year, including top
MERCER
Coming off
UCF in the quarterfinals of the scorer s Casey Collins and Katie
its best conferconference
tournament. . Gr.avel, who aver aged 13.9 and
ence record in
Jennifer Lodge, who accounted 11 points per game, respectively.
~ 11 years with a
for 8.8 points per gaffie last
•IUI~ GEORGIA STATE
10-6 A-Sun mark, fyfercer
year, and Terra Guandolo are
·~ Seniors
returns five player s, including
the other returning starters.
Yvette Tisdale three starters. Amanda Parker
and
Holly averaged 9.1 points per game
UCF
With
Coates, .
both · last year as sta rting p oint
the help of
selected to the guard, while Jo J o Carter aver preseason All-Confer ence aged 8.7 points a nd 3.7
tiliii1fll-,,,
A-Sun preseason "Player of team, have a chance to play rebounds.
the Year" nominee Takira Allen, each of their four years in the
UCF looks to end Georgia NCAA
STETSON ·
tournament.
The
Stet son, which
st'ate's streak of conference Panthers posted a 12-.4 conferfailed to qualify for
titles and NCAA tournament ence record last year and
the A-Sun touriiainvitations. The Knights posted defeated UCF in the A-Sun
. ment last year, has
a 13-3 conference record, championship to advance to the
·
a "go-to guy" in
including a 7-1 road mark but NCAA tournament, where they
fell short in the championship were ousted by Duke in the first junior Kristy Brown. Brown
averaged 15 points per gapie,.
·
round.
game.
good for fourth-best in the ASun and led the conference in
FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE
Jacksonville free-throw shooting per centage
ATLANTIC
FAU returns
is looking to to go along with her 8.5
·three · players
rebound from an rebounds. The Hatters posted a
from a start- injury-plagued season in which 5-11 conference record. Michelle
ing lineup that the Dolphins finished 6-21 over- Garcia, a returning starter, is
posted a 12-4 conference record. all and 4-12 in the conference. also a scoring threat. ·
The Owls, who lost to The Dolphins, · who failed to
Jacksonville in the conference qualify for the A-Sun tournaTROY STATE
Troy State has
tournament quarterfinals, wYl ment, return four starters in
four starters returnbenefit from the exrerience and Katie McDonald, Kara Donnell,
ing from a team
leadership
of
Shontavia ·Lexie Richards and Lauren
--~·- that posted a 16-12
Williams, Dee Ann Hanscom Woodman.
overall record last
and Trineca McCleod, who comyear. Still, the Trojans
bined for more than 20 points
LIPSCOMB
Lipscomb,
must fill the void left by two firstper gam~ last year.
which posted a team A-Sun players. Kerri
13-15 overall Fiehre, who led the league in
GARONER-WEBB
Gardnerrecord,
will assists with 5.25 per game, will
Webb,
compete for the lead the offense along with Kim
attempting
first time in the A-Sun. The McGriff, Latoya Gay and
to improve Bisons have four returning Constance Kelly.
from a 5-24 overall record last starters: Kendra Ramsey, who
year, promote(J Serena King averaged 5.5 poinij per game
- FRITZ LORISTON
from asslstaw,t ~ac~ to head and a team-high 4. ~sists, plus

5m

The Atlantic Sun's women
basketball championship, to be
hosted in 2004 by Troy State,
has been in existence since 1986
and won by eight different
teams.
Of the 11 current A-Sun
members, Georgia State has the
most tournament wins with
three, all in the past three years,
followed by UCF with two.
Georgia State is expeded to
win the conference for the
11 fourth consecutive year, favored
in the 2003 Atlantic Sun
Women's Basketball Preview.
The breakdown on the sea-

Talented group
of sophomores
·ready to excel
Staff Writer

57"

eorg1a
Sophomore
Guard ·
5'7"

Young, but
experienced
MATT DUNAWAY

Port St. Lucie ,
Florida
Sophomore
Guard

Ki"6slan~1
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Coming off its best season
under fifth-year Coach Gail
Striegier, the UCF women's basketball program looks to raise the
stakes.
The Krrights, who ·won the
Atlantic Sun regular-season title
but lost the conference championship game to Georgia state,
have their sights set on qualifying
for the NCAA tournament for the
first time since 1999.
'We have big expectations,"
guard Celeste Hudson said "If
the team sticks together and our
chemistry is right, we are guingto
gu a longway this year."
This is easier said than done,
however, for needs must be
addressed. The team, 19-11 last
year, has only three returning
upperclassmen and just one senior. Eleven of the 14 players are
underclassmen.
"How well we play is guing to
depend on what kind of leadership we can get out of the upperclassmen," Striegier saig. ''.And
how well we mesh togethe1:"
Adrienne "Are" Billings, Ali
Roberts and Takira Allen - the
preseason A-Sun "Player of the
Year" and the leading scorer from
1ast year's squad - are the
upperclassmen who will have to
take that lead. Although all three
are well-aware of their responsi. bilities, Billings, the lone senior, is
the voice of the group.
"I don't have to do much,
because I have a great team,"
said Billings, who accounted for
6.6 points per game alongwith 3.9
rebounds. "They are guing to listen and follow me. That'!? all I
need, is the support."
Striegter said: "We have lots of
potential. That oould be a good
thing or a bad thing, but we have
some really talented kids on the
team."
Those "kids" include a.sophomore class that logged about
1,800 minutes of court time last
year, much of it in critical situations en route to advancing to the
conference tournament final.
"Our sophomores are considered veterans," Shayla Smith
said. who contributed a teamhigh 86 assists and accounted for
5.7. points per game as a freshman. 'We have a year under our
belt and are very hungry this season."
Ditto for Hudson, another
sopho:µiore, "I bring a lot of motivation and encouragement
toward my teammates," she said.
"Like in the conference tournament [against Georgia State], I
had been struggling·all year long,
but coach [Striegier] told me to
. let the game come to me." That
day Hudson scored a careel'-bigh
26 points and sparked a secondhalf comeback, cutting the GSU
lead to 5 points before UCF ran
out of gas and lost 80-63.
As in · that championship
game, the Knights made a habit
of having different players step
up each night, and this year's
sqlJad will rely on the same strat-

egy.
"It's good to have a different
person step up and not have to
r ely on that same person,"
Billings said "We have a number
of guys that can step up and give
us a lift night in and night out.
We're guing to try to win."
Smith, who started in 27
g-ames last year, is the one

responsible for distributing the
ball and keeping everyone
involved in.the offense. She will be
joined in the starting backcourt
by another underclassman,
LaShay King, who scored 14
points and assisted on four more
points to lead the Krrightf'.1 to a
preseason victory against
Premier Players, a semi-pro all. starteam.
"Shayla is guingto be a leader
on the court," Striegier said. who
expressed confidence that her
point gullrd will be able to shoulder the load this season. "She
; should be. able to read my mind
this year, even before I call the
plays. It's guingto'be nice to not
have look out there and tell her
what to do. She's gi::>ing to know
·what needs to be done and what I
want and expect out there."
Smith acknowledged there
were growingpains in the transition from high school to collegBlevel basketball a year agu.
"Coming in and playing point
guard · last Yefll' as a freshman
.was not an easy task," she said
. ''My teammates helped me a lot
learningthe system."
To complement the alreadytested sophomore class, the
coaching staff hopes the ihoom- ·
ing freshmen can' repeat the
process and a provide some minutes off'the bench.
The Kriights strengthen their
depth in the backcourt with freshman guaro Lashaunda Slade.
Meanwhile, sophomore . guard
King has improved from last season. 'We may not be big out on
the wings," Striegier said. "But
we have a talented crew that will
allow Shayla to play a little shooting guard as well."
Joining Billings, Allen and
Roberts on the interior is s0phomore forward Jeralynn Campbell
and freshman forward Keunta
Miles. "There is a wealth of depth
inside," said Striegter. 'Mding
Myles and Campbell, there aren't
many teams in the conference
that can match up with us."
The Krrights lost five key contributors from last year's squad
due to graduation, two in the
frontcourt and three in the backcourt.
Erin Paige led the frontcourt
with 6.3 rebounds per game, and
was second on the team with 8.3
points per game. Kristy Colligan
made key contributions in the
frontcourt with four points and
four rebounds {>er game. In the
backcourt, the Knigpts no longer
have the services of J essica
Scala, whose 75 assists were second on the squad, or Marvelous
Washington and Yvette Ash.
"Those three were people who
helped me a lot last year learning
the system," Smith said
Changes in coaching also will
keep the team on the ball.
Striegier has added J en
Schneider and LaTricia Gunnells
as assistants to replace Maureen
Smith and Latosha Lewis, both of
whom moved on to other jobs.
Moreover, after a season with
two six-team divisions, the A-Sun
conference has decided to gu
back to a single 11-team division
this season.
"There is a plus and a minus
to it," Striegier said. "You get a
better feel for each team by playingthem twice, but the problem is
that it takes away some of the
out-of-conference games."
UCF matches up with defending conference champion Georgia
State on Jan. 8 at the UCF Arena.
On Feb. 28, the two teams square
off at GSU Sports Arena.
. "I've been dreaming about
that game since last year," Allen
said. "They better be ready."
Billings added: "Revenge will
be sweef that night."

Women's home schedule
All home games played at the UCF Arena

Purdue/Golden Knights Classic
11/28
11/29 · Nicholls State/Golden Knights Classic
12/2
Florida State
Alabama/UCF Holiday Classic
12119
12/20
Florida/UCF Holiday Classic
1/8 Georgia State
Mercer·
1/10
1/13

FAU

1/22
1/29

Troy State
Lipscomb
Belmont
Campbell
Gardner-Webb ·
Jacksonville
Stetson

219
2/19
2/21

3/4
3/6

3/11-3/13

Atlantic Sun

7:00p.m.
S:OOp.m.
7:00p.m.
5:30p.m.
12:00 p.m.
7:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
2:00p.m.
7:00p.m.
·2:00p.m.

7:00p.m.
2:00P..m.
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Junior Takir•
Allen's scoring
ability has
earned lter
several honors,
indudingan
A-S..n
preseason
"Player of the
Year"
nomination.

~~MEN'S BASKETBALL~~

Seniors·take charge
Lyons, Bodden,
Morentin hunt for
A-Sun supremacy
FRITZ LORISTON
Staff Writer

Embarking on yet another
basketball season, there are a
couple of questions that arise
almost simult!illeously.
Which small school will steal
- the hearts of basketball fans in
March?
Every year, a team comes ouf
of nowhere, somehow gets into
the NCAA tournament and
causes havoc.
Who will step up to the challenge of taking UCF Men
Basketball Program to that next
level and become a household
, name for a year?
Kirk Speraw, who has led the
Knights to the Big Dance twice
in his 11-year tenure as head
coach, believes the team's three
starting seniors have what it
takes to elevate the program
and surpass the overachieving
group that registered 21 wins
last year.
"I don't know if it can be just
one guy;" Speraw said, who has
guided the Knights to six of their
most.successful seasons, including two 20-win seasons. "You
look at our returnees, and they
have accomplished something
not many people thought they
couldn't do."
Josh Bodden, Dexter Lyons
and Roberto Morentin, the start-

and agile guard, is an offensive
threat from anywhere on the
court. He possesses the skills to
drill long-range jumpers or
lmock down 15-foot kissers off
the giass, as well as get down
and dirty in the low-post or find
an open teammate for an easier
basket.
Starting against Navy and
Miami, Bodden saw action in 31
games last year. Against Navy;
he recorded a season high eight
rebounds.
Bodden recorded four double-digit scoring outings, including a 13-point performance in a
72-48 rout of Jacksonville.
His peak performance of the
· year, however, came from a
relief role. Bodden provided a
spark off the bench that enabled
the Knights to score a 79-59 victory over Mercer in the A-Sun
tournament semifinal as he
scored 10 points, including two
3-point baskets. The Knights
were ousted by Troy State in the
championship game, ending
their Cinderella season.
"I think that has to be a high- .
light for our guys, getting to the
championship game in the conference tournament
even
though we didn't win it,"
Speraw said. ''.A lot of players
made
contributions
that
enabled that to take place."
A key player that contributed
to the success of last year's
squad is Roberto. Morentin, a 6foot-9-inch
center
from
Valladolid, Spain.
"Last year I was a junior
transfer; it was my first year in
the program," Morentin said,

COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION

Strength, speed and athleticism makes standout Dexter Lyons a difficult opponent to.guard.

ing seniors, all courted big min' utes for the 2002-2003 team that
boasted 21 wins, tying the
school record. They now return
for their final year, looking to
finish what they have started.
Every player on the roster from diaper dandies to proven
seniors - believe the ·team has
what it takes to win the Atlantic
Sun Conference along with an
invitation to the NCAA tournament, where they hope to make
names for themselves.
But, the seni,ors will have to
take the lead.
"Last year, I was more of a
role player than I want to be this
year," Bodden said, who is the
lone senior that attended UCF
all four years. "I worked on my
game, andlthinkl'mgoingto be
a vocal leader and one of the
focal points in offense a:nd hopefully contribute a lot more than I
did last year."
Bodden, an excellent combination of a physical post player

who was named to the Atlantic
Sun All Academic Team in 20022003. ·"I couldn't co~e in and
boss around. This year as a senior; it's my job to get that done.
I'm looking forward to takirig a
leadership role. All the seniors
this year are involved in that so
it's every senior responsibility''
Morentin, who transferred to
UCF from
Sari Jacinto
Community College in Texas
where he compiled a 61-8 record
in two years, is the top scorer
returning from last year. He tied
a school record with 32 starts,
aver3.ging 10.3 points alongwith
5.7 rebounds.
Scoring double figures in 16
contests a year ago, Morentin
provides the team with a dominant presence down: in the
paint. If he can put up the numbers and attract defensive
attention away from the outside
shooters, Knights fans might
have their cake and eat it too in
early March.

Morentin is not only a tenacious force in the post area as
he constantly scores on put
backs and offensive rebounds;
he also plays with a high level of
basketball IQ. He gets the
offense started with quick-outlet
passes. But it's his scoring ability that will keep the Knights in
contention for the A-Sun tournament title.
·The senior raises his level of
play in big games. Morentin
raised his scoring average to
11.4
points
against conference
opponents. He also
averaged 12.7
points in the
conference
tournament,
Bodden
including a 15point,
9rebound out.burst in a win
over
Jacksonville
State in the
first round.
Apart from
Morentin
his
scoring
duties,
Morentin finished second on the
team with blocked shots (20),
rebounds per game and field
goal average (49 percent). He
also shot 76 percent from the
foul line.
Although he put up the numbers, Morentin said that he had
to overcome a lot to adjust into
the flow of the offense.
"My performance was good,
but at the beginning, you know, I
was new and had not played
Division I," he said. "I had to get
adjusted. Toward the end of
year, my numbers were much
more consistent."
He added: "We have to get
over last year. We really have a
good chance to get to the next
level and reach the NCAA
[Tournament} and surprise
somebody there."
In order for Morentin and
Bodden to be effective, however,
Dexter Lyons must do what he
does best - create matchup
nightmares for opponents on a
· nightly basis.
The 6-foot-4-inch forward
from College Park, Ga., is
arguably the most explosive
player on the Knights roster.
Through his athletic ability and
elusive style of play; he provides
relentless pressure on botf 1
ends of the court.
,
l.lyons courted minutes in 30
games last season, starting 21
games in his first season after
transferring from Daytona
Beach Community College
where he was a two-time All
Conference selection. He led his
team to a perfect 16-0 record at
·home in his final sea.son.
Although he did not get much
opportunity on the offensive end
of the ball, he managed to put up
9.8 points per game. He raised
his level of play in conference
games, averaging 11.9 points
along with six rebounds.
To prepare for his senior
season, Lyons forfeited his summer vacation and engaged in
.off-season workouts, improving
every aspect of his' game and
getting stronger in the weight
room.
"The weakest part of my
game was my shooting," Lyons
said. "I did not shoot the ball as
much I needed to last year. I
worked on that this summer
with Ray Abbelard and the
coaches. I was leaning to the
right a,.nd to the left at times. I
also learned a lot about the
game and its fundamentals. "
Lyons' hard work did not go
unnoticed. Speraw and his
coaching. staff are excited about
his progress and eager to see
how his skills will improve the
team.
"Last year we played him at
the three, and he was not-quite
equipped to handle that,"
Speraw said. "His skills are now
much better. He's a much better
ball handler and shooter, and
that's going to help him be a
much better player."
No one knows what the
future holds for the year, but if
the three standouts can take
hold of the team early and showcase their talents consistently,
the Knights will be a formidable
force in the conference.

•

~WOMEN'S BASKETBALL~

·Gaine·plan to focus ~n

Mien, Billings, Smith
FRITZ LORISTON
StaffWriter

Takira Allen has one hand
above her head. The other holds on
tightly to an ice bag being applied
to her lower stomach on the sidelinewhile her teammates are going
over an offensive drill at the UCF
Arena
.Gail Striegier, in her fifth year
as coach of the UCFwomen's basketball team that w~nt 19-11 last
year, screams out that the practice
session is g-etting sloppy.
Allen immediately drops the ice
bag and n;ioves on the floor,
encouraging her teammates to
heighten their intensity. .
'We l;!ave to get better as a
team, and that starts with me,"
Allen, a junior on the team that
won the Atlantic Sun championship last year, said after the twohour practice session. "Our goal
this year is to make it to the big
dance
[NCAA tournament].
Practice is where it starts."
Last year's team had a gpod
mix of upperclassmen and underclassmen, Striegier said. Entering
this year, the coaching staff faces
many challeng-es, but none bigger
than overcoming a lack of upperclass leadership.
"This year, it's a very; very
young team all the way through,
but they do have experience,"
Striegier ~aid. "Many of our sophomores played quality minutes [last
year] and helped us in different
ball games."
Striegier hopes the incoming
freshmen can acclimate the same
way. Three returners could pave
the way: Allen, Shayla Smith and
Adrienne ''.Ace" Billings, the lone
senior.
Billings, who led the team in
field-goal percentage in her three
previous seasons, will mainly be
relied upon for leadership. The 6foot-1-inch forward, a political science major from Titusville, currently has a career field-goal percentage of .521, ranking third alltime at UCE
'Tm just going to use my seruor
leadership and just hope people
are willing to follow and listen and
respect me," Billings said "I'm just
going to help the team achieve
their goals. Whatever anybody
wants to achieve, I'm going to be
the first person behind them to
help them achieve it.
''This is my senior year. I want
to make it to the NCAA tournament. I want all my teammates to
make it. I want us to knock off one
of the big conference teams, letting
people know that we can com'.µete."
Billings saw action in all 30
games last year, starting in six of
them. Although she is known mostly for her shooting accuracy, she
can als© get down and dirty inside
the paint. She accounted for 3.9
rebounds per contest a year ago,
including a season-high 11
rebounds in a 64-61 overtime loss
to New Orleans in the first half of
the season and a team-high eight

rebounds in the conference cl;).ampionship against Georgia State.
Every time Billings steps on the
court, she is a double-double
threat. She registered the sixth
·double-double of her career with a
12 points and 11 rebounds performance a year ago-at GardnerWebb, leading the Knights to a 7460 victory.
Billings best offensive performance in her UCF career was at the
expense of Campbell University;
where she sank 12 of 15 shots form
the field en route to scoring a season-high 26 points and leading the
Knights to an 83-77 win.
"'Ace' has been here now for
three years and now the whole system." Striegier said "Sometimes
she can go out and coach a little
better than I can because she
knows everything I'm thinking."
Allen, one of only two juniors on
the team, is the most decorated
standout on the roster. The 6-foot2-inch center, a health service
administration
major
from
Tallahassee, came into her own
last year.
Allen came off the bench in the
first four games, averaging 12.5
points a game, including a 19-point
performance in converting 9 of 12
field goals against New Orleans.
Striegier then promoted her into
the starting lineup, where she
remained for the rest of the season.
. In her second game as a starter,
Allen pulled down a career-best 14
rebounds to go along with eight
poin'.ts in a setback against Florida
She earned A-Sun player-of-theweek honors following a 17-point
performance featuring 5-for-5 from
the foul line against,Georgia Tech.
'We have the cards stacked up
against us; we are a little school
and we play against big schools,"
Allen said. "But once you put all
our talents tog-ether and once it's
all jelled through, I think we'll be
pretty good."
"Last year, I played some good
minutes and at times I kind of fell
off" she added. "This year, hopefuiiy, I can be consistent and give
our team a chance to win every
ballgame."
Allen looks to lead the Knights
on the offensive end; she fiat-out
·gets it done in the scoring department. She recorded a career-high
24 points in an 80-76 win over
Mercer.
''Allen is one of our proven players," Striegier said. "She has
worked hard. She is going to have
a good·year."
Last year, Smith was one of five
freshmen who logged a combined
1,796 minutes on the court. The 5foot-5-inch guard, an elementary
education major from Kingsland,
Ga, courted 25 minutes a game for
the Knights.
Smith, who started 27 of 30
games, emerged as one of the best
underclassmen in the conference,
earning A-Sun All-Freshmen team
recognition. She led the Knights
with 86 assists and 47 steals.
"She is not the most ~vocal

•

leader," Billings
said. "But when
it's time to get out
there and make a
hustle play, she is
the one that gets
us pumped up."
Smtth stepped
Smith
up in the postseason as she scored
in double figures in A-Sun tournament play against both Campbell
and Georgia State. Her best offensive output was a 13-point performance, where she shot 3-for-4
from three-point range in a 71-68
win over Samford.
"I don't just want to make it to
the NC.AA- tournament. I want to
win more than one game in the
tournament," Smith said "I'm a
role player. I don't have to play outside my g-ame. Everybody is going
to have to get on the same page
and get tog-ether and continue to
work hard."
The team grew up last year, and
now the players and coaches
expect a lot - not just from themselves, but from the fans as well
'We had a winning season last
year," Allen said ''\\e might not
have as exciting a game as the
men with the dunks, but we do put
on a show."
"People need to realize they
have good sports on this campus
that need to be supported,·· Billings
said. ''Everybody in" this school
want to be like Florida and :Florida
State, but they aren't supportive.
The big schools get support from
their student body. "

COURTESY UCF SPORTS INFORMAnON

Adrienne Billings, the lone senior on a young
women's team, is known for her accuracy.

•

1977-78
· Men's and women's NCAA
basketball are born; men
advance to Division
dllinpionship.

1981-82

1985-86

1991-92 1993-94 1995-96

Women win inaugural
Sunshine State
Conference title.

Women become
charter member of the
New South Women's
Athletic Conference.

Women join the
Sun Belt
Conference.

Men win A-Sun
Tournament,
advance to first
NCAA tourney.

1998-99

2002-03

•

•
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Who will

While UCF athletics will likely look outside of home
for their next coach, three c~ndidates with UCF
coaching experience are expected to be considered.

be next?

Gooch in 21st seas
FROM

Robert Mcf~rland
• 4th season as offensive line coach; 3rd
as offensive coordinator. .

f

• 8 seasons at Stephen F.Austin College
as run coordinator and offensive line
coach.
• Led second-best offensive line in the
MAC in 2002, allowing Ryan Schneider to
pass for 3,770 yards, Doug Gabriel and
Jimmy Fryzel to each boast ~ver 1,000• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • yards receiving and Alex Haynes to rush
for 1,000 yards as well.

.

GeneChizik
• UCF's defensive coordinator from
1998-2001; rurrently defensive
coordinator at Auburn.

Alan Gooch
•Currently in his 21st season as a coach at UCF; spent the past
five seasons as assistant head coach and eight seasons as
recruiting coordinator.

·Took UCF's defense from 81 st in
the nation in 1997to16th in 1998.
• UCF ranked 13th in scoring
defense in his final year.
·At Auburn the Tigers ranked 13th
in scoring defense his first year.

•Graduated twice from UCF as well as played for the Knights.
• Coached tailback Alex Haynes to a 1,000-yard season as a
•
sophomore; Haynes is only the fifth UCF runningback to record
: • • • • • • • • • • • a 1,000-yard season.
ILLUSTRATION BY AMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The long, hard road ahead
.With a monumental
decision behind him,
Steve Orsini faces an
even greater task
ASHLEY BURNS
Sports Editor

Before the 2003 football season began, Athletic Director
..,. Steve Orsini hoped this would
"' be the one to take UCF to a new
levet
.
h
Those hopes remain bright,
, but he has now detoured down
" an ave1;me many had hoped to
-• avoid. For the time being, Orsini
; has named Alan Gooch as Mike
-. Kruczek's interim successor
. while the search for a new head
. coach begins.
""
Despite what many see as a
massive setback, Orsini sees
•" the task as just another chal.' lenge on UCF's path to achieving greatness. ·
"There are a lot of great
things happening at this campus right now," Or$1i said.
"The reason for the timing of
this is · so that we now know
which direction we are going
from now on. That includes
recruiting. Hopefullywe find the
right candidate in a timely manner; that's what is most important."
1•

k

.,.

With the recruiting season
only a month away, Orsini
knows that finding the right
coach in a timely manner is in
the program's · best interest.
However, it's a task he is tack·ling with a great deal of
,
patience.
Speculation points toward
the coaching staff at Georgia
Tech, where Orsini served as
senior associate director of athletics. But the fact is, that there
are scores of potential. applicants across the nation and
Orsini and his selectio,n committee could have a lot of sifting to
do.
"I came in here not to bring
in my own people," Orsini said.
"I didn't bring any of my own
people, I came by myself: I
worked weekly with Mike
through this whole process, and
that's why, when Mike and I sat
down, it wasn't a surprise. He
underst9od my perspective
from real.ly the day I walked
through the door a year and a
half ago."
The process- of finding the
right fit undoubtedly will be
arduous. Coupled with the
recent announcement of UCF's
2005 departure for Conference
USA, · the available cash in
UCF's
young
Athletic
Association budget also .could
be a factor. Kruczek decided
last December to remain at
UCF despite being considered

for head coaching positions at
universities
that pajd substantial.ly more
than his curr~nt
$185,000-ayear
base
Orsini
sal.ary.
The UCF
Athletic Association al.ready is .·
responsible : for a $2 million
entrance fee for C-USA, as well
as $600,000 in · combined exit
fees from the Mid-American and
.Atlantic Sun conferences. UCF
President John Hitt earlier
announced he had lined up
donors to cover those fees.
Hitt and Orsini, however,
have not lined up any donors to
cover the remaining $849,000
on Kruczek's contract. Because
that contract does not include a
buyout clause. Kruczek, ·who
signed a five-year extension this
fal.l, can elect to receive his
salary for the length of that
period or accept a lump sum of
$798,000.
Neither
about
Kruczek nor Orsini have commented as to which payout he'll
pick.
Despite the pending financial obligations, Orsini is convinced UCF will be able to
afford a high-caliber coach. The
selection committee will seek
not only to hire a candidate who
is able to take UCF footbal.l further, but one who will build con-

fidence in -the fan base.
"This is a sign of our commitment to continue to bring a
successful program that they
.[the fans] can be proud of, and
support their university," Orsini
said. ''.Also, I think it's important
to show we did the right thing
for a man who was here 19
years. Again., he has four years
left on the contract, paying him
$185,000 a year, whether he gets
another job or not."
. Orsini is determined to give
UCF fans and alumni the successful program he thinks they
deserve. And he's aware that
Kruczek's firing represents . a
setback for fans and players
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While the offensive plan is
uncertain, Gooch's role as the
team's new leader could bring
about change as he has spent the
past few seasons as the Knights'
running-backs coach. Kruczek's
specialty was a high-powered
passing attack. The offense now
could find itself anchored by the
strong legs and quick decision~
making'abilities of running backs
Alex Haynes and Dontavius
Wilcox.
In order to succeed, however,
the, Knights will not .be able to
defect from their previous passing ways. Gooch and the remainder of the coaching staff most likely will share the burden of cal.ling
plays against Marshall and Miami
of Ohio.
"It is tough to do it by committee," Gooc.P, said of his offensive
plans for the remaining two
games. 'We have al.ready tal.ked
about it as an offensive staff and
we have a game plan, and we
want to game plan during the
week and put everything on the
game plan, so regardless ofwho is
cal.ling the plays, we've got them
right there."
'We want to have a good time·
· like the rest of the team out there,
and ill my opinion, you can't have
a good time if you are searching
for what you will call. So we will
have that struc~ and planned
and ready to go."
Perhaps the biggest question
for the Knights is how the players
will react to the coaching change
once they step onto the field
against the Thundering Herd.
Gooch is certain the players will
stay strong in their ambitions to .
close the season on a positive
note.
'We have a professional. group
of footbal.l coaches," he said.
"We're out representing the

BRITT HARTI CENTRALFLORiDAFUTURE

Gooch is taking overfor onlytwo games, but
is considered a candidate for the full-time job.

University of Central Florida. It's
a great school. It's really an amazing place. But it is the only place I
have ever been, so I certainly feel
there is no other place like UCF."
While Gooch has been vocal in
his outlook, some players still are
reeling from the loss of their veteran coach.
':Just like everyone else, I was
upset," Moffett said. "But I'm not
transferring. We're all shocked.
But everyone is just trying to fight
through. Even though we lost our
leader, we're just trying to rally
around each other. Our theme is
to win out."
Defensive lineman Larry
Brown also expressed concern
with the team's loss.
"The Marshall game is . first
and foremost," Brown said. 'T
know Coach Kruz would have
wanted it that way."
Fbr now, the fate of UCF's
25th-anniversary season lies in
Brown's ability to continue to be .
an on-field leader and Moffett's
potential. to be yet another outstanding playmaker.
"I'll al.ways be a Knight, and I
have two games left as a player,"
saitl Brown, a senior.. "I just want
to finish them up on a good note."

alike.

D rmg the meeting on
Monday where he met with
players to announce his decision, ''wl).en I asked if anyone
had any .comments, no one did,"
Orsini said. "They understood
and believe in the goal. that I
have for them here, and that is
to compete on a national basis.
They understand that, sometimes, hard decisions like this
have to be made. I asked them
to continue to work hard to
impr:ove their aspect of the
game, and come together as a
team when there is adversity
like this. I felt that was received
favorably."
·~ are going to places UCF
has never been before," he said,
"but that's why I'm here."
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• . Are 12 or older
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You may qualify for a 42-week clinical research study."
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Inner child 'Back in Action'
.Sure, 'Looney Tunes' is a kid's movie but a funny kid's movie
MIKE RIEGEL
Lifestyles Editor

No sex. No dirty language. No grar
tuitous violence. Not even a hint of
drug use.
Why would any college student
want to go see a
movie without all
those wonderful
things?
'
Because it's a "Looney
Tunes" movie, that's why.
Most of
us grew up
watching
them, and
they're

still funny. can me childish, everyone
else does, but when I got the chance
to .see an advanced screening of
"Looney Tunes: Back in Action,"
Which opens tomorTow, I cleared my
calendar. While I have outgrown a
majority of cartoons, I haven't outgrown the desire to laugh and have a
good time.
The film begins on a back lot of
Warner Brothers with Daffy Duck
arguing with 'WB executives for an
increased role in Bugs Bunny's new
movie. His pleas fall on deaf ears, and
Daffy is eventually fired by Kate
Houghton (Jenna Elfman), the vice
president in charge of comedy.
Daffy and DJ (Brendan Fraser),
the security guard chosen to escort
him off the lot, soon find th~mselves
in the middle of

an adventure, as DJ's famous father
(Timothy, Dalton) turns out to be a
spy pretending to be an actor pretending to be a spy. In any case, the
guy is being held hostage by the evil
chairman of the Acme Corporation
(Steve Martin); who is after the powerful and.inytbiea!Blue Diamond.
DJ and Daffy must fjnd DJ's father
and the diamond before the chairman, but they face plenty of opposi~
tion along the way. Yosemite Sam and
his gawi-Ol1l'Iled henchmen try to ·
stop them in Las Vegas. Acme's
desert operative, Wile E. Coyote, tries
to ambush them in the desert. And
once they i-each Area 52 (the government created the myth of Area 51 to
confuse people), a host of alien creatures, led by Marvin the Martian, try
to vaporize them.
All in all, it's great fun and will
especially be

Can't we all ~,,
just get along?:'.
Groups on campus -could
be stifling.cultural mix

( )

I

,,J

p

enjoyed by movie buffs and by those
familiar with the studio's classic cartoon features. The casting of the
human actors could have been better,
but Fraser, who has played bis share
of animated personalities (George "of
the Jungie, Dudley Do-Right), is in his
element as he shares the screen with
the best non-human "actors" in the
busin,ess.
Elfrnan is every bit his equal with
good comic timing encased in a very
attractive package. Martin is off-thechart funny with his exaggBrated, villainous ,Performance. His acting is
evezy bit as animated as his furry
and feathered costars. .
This film is one that will delight
young people and produce nostalgic
laughter from the adults.

APRIL DAY
ContributingWriter
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National Society of Black. ·
Engineers.
Society of Women
Engineers.
Hispanic American '
Student Association.
African ,;
American Student Union. Black
Faculty & Staff Association.
Organizations at UCF are replete ·
with gender, cultural and race-specif-.~·
ic identifiers.
A black student interested in join- ·
ing the National Society of Black ~ 1
Engineers probably wouldn't hesi- ,
tate. But what about an Indian student or a white student? Would they " ,)
think twice?
..;
Lindsay Carter, a member. of
NSBE, said bis friend was skeptical ,,
about -attending a meeting for the :
group because the word "black" was
in the title. "She underestimated the •
group because of the name," he said. "
"People feel intimidated by the name
because the word 'black' makes it
sound militant."
Shirley Bazemore, office manager•
for the School of Film and Digital,
Media, said whenever organizations
take on the name of the identifier '~
they belong to, they exclude people
who are not a part of that category. .;
"These groups were formed to dis-'"'
courage exclusion and encourage rr
inclusion," Bazemore said. "The''=name fights against what they're trying to overcome. People do lose inter- "'
est, because they feel it's not for "•
them."
,
"
Though various organizations ,,
have identifiers in the name that ~
appeal to certain groups, Emily ~ '.>
Kukulies, assistant director of the
Campus Activities Board, reminds' '
students that all campus organiza.: "'
tions are inclusive. She said: "I
<>
understand how creating an identity "'
centered [on] a racial characteristic
would make some students feel alienated.
"I would advise' someone who is '
starting a group to make it as open as ,
possible. That would ·include the '
namesake."
Even with the possibility of
excluding or offending other students, Ana Marrero, adviser to the
Hispanic
American
Student
.A.Ssociation, steadfastly believes in
the legitimacy of these organizations.
"Students
asked
[the
Multicultural Academic and Support
Services] to help them form these
organizations because they had a
need," Marrero said. "There wasn't •
anywhere else on campus where they ,
felt comfortable or where they could
bring their ideas and concerns."
Marrero said these organizations
are not only a valuable asset, but also
a necessary tool for students to
become successful at a predominately white university.
"I still have students who come to-.
.me and say they face racism and '"
prejudice in their classes, that faculty and st.aff don't know how to act .and react to them," Marrero said.
~
Director of Diversity Initiatives ~
Valerie King agreed with Marrero, ., "'
adding, "It is nai:Ve to think that just ,
because an organization does not put ~
an ethnic, gender or other identifier "·
in its official name that the organiza- . ,
tion is open and acc~pting of all.
There was and still exists a need to : 1
provide the kind of experiences and"
camaraderie that support their [ stu- "
dent] interests and success in a sys..;)
tem that is replete with obstacles to
the fulfillment of their .. . goals."
Anthony. Major,·assistant director ...
~)
and associate professor of the School
of Film and Digital Media, said as :
long as mainstream society continues to ignore minorities, there will
always be a need for these organiza- : 9
tions.
'
"You can't expect people who
don't have your interests at heart to
()
fight your battles for you," Major •
said.
King suggested that these organizations do not promote exclusion but •
rather "access, equity and the development of human potential to those :
who have suffered from the perpetu- ~·
ation of systemic 'isms' within our
culture."
These "specific-identifier" organizations serve another function. They
provide an environment in which students can be around others with
shared interests, backgrounds and
( •
cultures.
"You can relate more to the mem- •
bers of these organizations than the :
students in yow . class,"
J

.P)
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BOOK REVIEW

Hot Cuts: For a
manly haircut

New Stephe~ King book

Hair salon targets males

continues tale of Tower .
MIKE RIEGEL
Lifestyles Editor

Stephen King is a master of the horror
genre. With dozens of bo<,>ks filled with
some of the most horrifying scenes imaginable, readers have come to expect terror.
Just don't expect it from his latest release,
"Dark 'Thwer 5: Wolves of the Calla"
The long-awaited fifth novel in Stephen
Kings "Dark 'Thwer" series arrived in
hardcover in bookstores last Tuesday. The.
story reunites readers with Rola,nd the
gunslinger and his trtmpe of four comrades as they make their way toward the
Dark 'Thwer for a showdown that will
determine the fate of this world and all others.
If that sounds grandiose, that's because
it's meant to be. King began writing the
"Dark 'Thwer" series almost 30 years ago,
and it's evolved into one of the most popular fantasy series in publishing history.
Fbr those unfamiliar with the "Dark
'Thwer" series, it began with Roland of
Mid-World and his que~ to find the mythic
'\Dark 'Tuwer and save reqjjty from some
" evil force. Roland is the last ~f the

Gunslingers, a group that once kept order
and civility in Mid-World. During his travels, Roland bas come in and out of this
. reality, sometimes interacting with chara<r
ters from previous King novels.
In 'Wolves of the Calla," King continues
to co:qnect the dots between his other
stand-alone novels and the Dark 'Thwer,
further proving that all of his stories are
interconnected, and they will culminate in
this series. King fans will no doubt spot
links to previous novels like "Salem's Lot"
and "The Stand."
On their quest through Mid-World,
Roland and his friendS find themselves
called to the farming community of Calla
Bryn Sturgis, a town where almost all the
women give birth to twins. Every 20 years,
a group of frightening beings come into the
town and take one twin away from the parents, only to return and present the child in
a horrifying condition.
This time, as Calla prepares for the visitation of the 'Wolves," the town's leader
asks the · gunslinger and his group for
assistance in protecting the innocent.
What Roland doesn't realize is that Calla's
problem is connected to events unfolding

with sports, TY, beer
FRANK KOSHEL
Staff Writer

COURTESY DONALD M.GRANT, PUBLISHER, INC.

Stephen King's "Dark Tower" series continued on Nov. 4
with the release of'Wolves of the Calla."

in ·our world, specifically a New York City
landowner who is beingpressured by petty
criminals to sell off a lot of vacant land.
At the center of it all is a rose growing
on that vacant lot - a rose that connects
this world to the Dark 'Thwer.
It's hard to say any more without

1i1l.PLEASE SEE GUNSLINGER ON e. A

Supercuts.
Hair
Masters.
Fantastic Sams. Can you name anything about these or any other generic salon that distinguishes one from
the other?
One clip joint that's found a way to
separate itself from the others is Hot
Cuts in Lake Mary. Hot Cuts is a haircut experience that could've been
designed by Comedy Central's "'The
Man Show."
The amount of sports memorabilia
on the walls is both staggering and
captivating. Seven television sets
adorn the waiting area, tuned to various sports networks. The memorabilia is from Alan Hager's private collection of autographed pictures and jerseys. The pieces are all on sale, with
certain items costing hundreds of dollars.
The music that fills the room ·
comes from a CD arrangement.Put
'

.
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Minorities find
camaraderie in
campus clubs
FROM

88

Treshauna Wright of NSBE. "I know
from personal experience [that] sitting in class you may see four black
students out of 60. And you may be
the only black female. Joining NSBE
"' or SWE, you will see more black students and more female students. It
:tnakes you feel like you belong."
While most would agree there is
a significant need for these organizations, ideas for eliminating this
need vary.
Wright suggests organizations
like NSBE help move society· forward toward accepting all people.
"It's obvious that society cannot do
it alone, or we wouldn't need these
organizations."
King's solution is education.
"Prejudice-reduction
sessions,
interactingwith diverse peoples and
expanding one's world view can
happen in curricular and co-curricular educational experiences;" she
said.
More pessimistic in her view of
improving race relations, Marrero
., believes no amount of work will
change the current struggle to
accept everyone. "It would take a
' very big mind shift from the people
who are holding positions of power.
They would have to realize that
diversity is an asset and not an ail« ment."

J!
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Best bets on Central Florida's arts
and entertainment calendar

t1

I find myself thlnking of those
hot summer nights where I
could wear a bikini and hang
by the pool. It's definitely not
going to happen now; but a
girl can dream.
Still, there is one saving
grace for my aching summer
soul - the Tiki Time Luau
every Thursday
night
at

DANA DELAPI
Senior StaffWriter

Jimmy

Thursday Nov.13 .
As the weather starts to ~ .,
..
get chilli.....,,?'

BB

haircut. Possibly the most
important . difference at Hot
together by Hot Cuts, with Cuts is·the smell, or lack theremusic ranging from The Beach of. That obnoxious smell perBoys to The Ramones to the meating most hair salons is
Backstreet Boys.
absent from Hot Cuts.
The seats in the waiting
An idea 10 years in the makarea are comfortable, made out ing, Hot Cuts has been in busiof comfy couch material. The ness since April 25, and owner ,
bathroom is beautiful, equipped 'Tummy Hrunzehloui has found
with cotton balls, Q-tips, shav- success and made some slight
ing cream and cologne. There ' changes along the way..
is a treasure box with goodies
Susie Trimble, Hot Cuts'
for kids, as well as lollipops. manag-er and Hamzehloui's sisThere are free snacks and ter, is helping to establish the
refreshments available, includ- business "as a fun and exciting
ing free beer for patrons.over place to get your haircut." In
21.
I l
the beginning, Hot Cuts stylists
Ye~thaff?.right, free beer!
were all dressed in red cheerIf you like Budweiser leader outfits. Many people in
straight out of the tap, you'll be the Lake Mary area, however,
one happy person in need of a developed the notion that these

What really

~~WEB

girls were not legitimate stylists
because of those outfits. That
could not be further from the
truth, as all Hot Cuts stylists
are licensed cosmotologists.
Nevertheless; Hot Cuts'
workers have dropped the
cheerleader get-ups, though
they still wear eye-friendly garments. Trimble is hopeful that
a Hot Cuts location will open in
the UCF area next year.
Hot Cuts is located at Lake
Mary Boulevard and South Sun
Drive, across from Gators
Dockside. A standard men's
haircut is $15.99, with many
other services offered, including colorings, shampoos and ,.,
beard trims. Women and kids
rates vary, as all are Welcome at
Hot Cuts.

Gunslinger c~ntinues journey to Dark Tower
BB

ingthis amazing novel The high
suspense and extensive character development here, plus the
enm:mity of King's ever-expanding universe, will surely keep
readers ..in awe. The book also
features excellent illustrations
by Bernie Wright_son, who draws
the story as well as King writes
it.
This fifth installment J?re-

The best part about b!3ing
a UCF student is the constant
free musical eventjl on campus. This tinie it's the return
of the hippie era! Knightstock
2003 starts at 4 p.ni today.
· The line-up includes Sister
Hazel, The Julias Airwave,
Big 104, Bain Mattox and
GregEmya.
The concert is free with a
valid UCF ID. The concert is
· located in the Memory Mall
behind the Student Union.
Of course, food and
d:ctJik will be sold if yol(
find yourself getting a
little woozy from all
~ t~e screaming and
- _ singing. The con-~ cert lasts until
' 11:30 p.m.

Saturday
· Nov.15

Angela Curcio,
manager of Hot
Cuts, gives a hair
cuttoJohn
Perlstein, Director
of Marketing at
Phoenix Home
Services in Lake
Mary.On his
second visit to Hot
Cuts, Perlstein says
he comes because,
"TV is great and I
like the beer." Hot
Cuts opened on
April 25 and has
seven TVs as well
as Budweiser and
snacks that are
free for patrons.

FROM

Friday Nov.14
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Geta buzz - and a Budweiser
FROM

Buffet's Margaritaville at
Universal's CityWalk. Jimmy
Buffet's Lone Palm Airport
and Porch · of Indecision
become center stage to a
night of Polynesian music
and dancing, with hula and
fire dancers keeping everyone entertained.
Games and activities
include coconut races and
limbo contests. Or you could
just sip on some fine tropical
cocktails. The free luau is
from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. 407221}-5500

cedes two more novels about the Tower novels, then you've got
Dark Tower, reported to be some catching up to do.
King's last P.Ublished works
Luckily, a revised edition of
before retirement, so expect the Dark Tower series' first
massive publicity and sky-high book, "The Gunslinger," was just
sales. Fans who've already read released and could attract new
the first four stories might cop.- fans to the series.
sider pickingup "Stephen King's
"Dark Tower 5: Wolves of the
Dark
Tower:
A ·calla" retails for $35 and is ctirThe
Concordance, Volume I." It will rently on sale in just about every
give a welcome refresher course bookstore _imaginable. Buy a
to the first four novels. _
copy today-we all know King
If you haven't read the Dark could use the money.

$6.25

GIANT PHILLV COMBO
(Includes 24 o.z Drink/Chips)

is combined with elaborate
and detailed costumes, mak-

then I fully believe I am the ing the play a strong rival to
next Van Gogh. Let's just cuddling up with the besthope I get some credit before selling book on a Sunday
I die or cut off my ear like he · afternoon. The play begins at
did.
4:30 p.m. at the Margeson
The Osceola Center for Theatre in the John and Rita
the Arts is hosting the 37th Lowndes
Shakespeare
Annual Osceola Art Festival Center of Loch Haven Park.
this weekend. Located' in Tickets are $8 and the play
downtown Kissimmee, the runs through Nov. 22. Call
festival features fine arts 407-447-1700, ext. 1, for tickfrom more than 140 artists ets and information.
from all over the country.
There- will be a juried art Monday Nov. 17
competition
awarding
I've heard of bird watching
$20,000 in prize money. For and even cloud watcJ:iing. But
that much, I hope these it's not often that you hear of
artists can draw better stick tree watching. Apparently,
figures than I can..
the Orlando Museum of Art
There is also a Student has been doing this for 17
Art Exhibit and Interactive years, because today its are
Art Tent manned by Valencia showcasing its
annual
Community College students, Festival of Trees.
who will help you become the
Visitors can view magical
next Picasso. The festival is displays of designer-decoratfrom 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call ed Christmas trees and catch
407-846-6257 for more infor- a little holiday spirit strolling
mation.
past 'walls adorned with
charmingly·
decorative
Sunday Nov. 16
, wreaths. There is also a
It's "Charlotte's Web" like Festival Cafe where local
you've never seen it before. chefs whip u,p an array of .~
The story of a 'clever spider culinary delights that will
who saves an adorable little spice up your holiday season.
pig named Wilbur from a fry- The festival is open daily
ing pan comes to the stage through Nov. 23. Admission is
. this weekend. The stage ver- $8 and parking is $3. 407-672~
sion still retains the magic 3838.
and power of the 1952 novel,
while· allowing h4mans fo
portray the beloved animals. .
Dana Delapi can be reached at
dona@llCFnews.com • .
The scenery and lighting

LESS TRAVELED ~~

Saving the majestic mullet
can, which had wheels, 50 feet to the
street. And yet, after reading about
this man's redneck neighbor, I feel
blessed.At least I didn't have to deal
with fires, livestock, rocks on poles
and Christmas lights in October.

http://www.redneck-puters.com

.to spend alone due to my tendency
to compare women to beer cans.
I will warn you, though: the
spelling on this site is as bad as a
week-old possum sandwich.

http://rinkworks.com/dialect

It can be difficult understanding
today's news. Web sites use big,
scary words I don't understand.
However,
thanks
~o
the
Rinkworks.com Dialectizer, I can
convert English text to redneck!
Simply enter a Web site's
address into the Dialectizer and
wafch it do its magic! Actually; I
think I'll only read the news after it
has been converted to redneck from
now on. It's so much more pleasant!
Take for example the important
issue of job ·loss in the U.S. After
running a sentence from CNN.com
through the Dialectizer;. we get:
"Whut in tarnation happens t'U.S.
employees whose jobs is expo'ted
on overseas? We take a look Shet
mah J;llOUth!" '
http://www.flingthecow.com
If that won't cheer up people who
Many problems face today's red- .,
have just lost
neck One of the most pressing is,
their jobs,
. "How accurately can I fling Bessie, ·
nothing
' will.
my prize heifer, using a catapult?"
Thanks to this site, modern rednecks can now test then· accuracy
:___ without risking grievous bodily
harm to their Holstein. My personal high score was a paltry
320.

When your computer is broken
or you have a simple question about
software or the Internet, you can
take your..computer or question to a
professional, local business. There,
experts will analyze and solve your
problem.
<Jr;Jou~ can go to this Web sifo,
and let a redneck help you fix it
~yourself! Bubba-Joe and Lester, our
redneck redtechs, created·this site
to help beginning computer u~ers.
Despite how it sounds, the Web site
truly is a good resource and
answers many questions for someone new to the computer world
Even I picked up a few nuggBts of
wisdom. ·

Staff Writer

Each day; urban sprawl threatens creatureS all over the U.S. The
continual land loss1across the South
threatens panthers, deer and the
most noble of all Southern creatures, the redneck.
Once found roaming through
swamps in mud buggies and roaring
down dirt roads in 1969 Dodge
Chargers named "General Lee,"'
these majestic mullet-topped cultur...
al icons are now threatened. With
stores and chains like Macy's and
· Starbuck's working their way into
the heartland of Dixie, is there any
hope of saving these proud creatures from urbanization? Or are we,
the chic urban folk, the ones in trouble?
· Over the past several years, I've
observed a steady increase in the
three Rs of rednecks: rasSlin', racin'
and runnin' for president.
Still, I am uncertain of the redneck's future. Will it simply assimilate into modern society?Will it alter
current urban lifestyles dramatically? Or will rednecks vanish from http://www.eviltex.com/redneck
existence? Should.the latter oreur,
If rednecks had an official homeat least rednecks haw left their pag-e, this would be it. Redneck
indehble marks on the Internet, as movies, pictures and valenevidenced by the links below.
tines are all here for the
bathed masses to enjoy. I /
http://www.joespc.com/cal1os/
particularly enjoyed the
redneck.htm
redneck dating section.
Back home, I had a horrible If only I had read it
neighbor. He left aquariums half- sooner, I would have
filled with water all over his back known never to comyard. That's not a very good idea in pare a woman's figFlorida.- mosquitoes thanked him ure to that of a Coors
can, even jf you're
for the breeding grounds.
,
He left bag-s of aluminum cans all tzying to tell her that
over the yard. He poured motor oil she's real sleek. I
into a: holene dug. He used his rid- can't tell you how
ing lawnmower to haul his garbage many nights I've had ._......:;;.;&..._ _
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THE BARBER ZONE

OPEN 7 DAYS

FADES FLATTOPS, & REGULAR HAIRCUTS.

w/UCF ID

Duffy's .Subs

constitutes great art? If it's
all in the eye of the beholder,

MON - THURS I lam - IOpm
FRI 11am - 11pm

' BEST PRICES IN THE AREA!

Dine In •Take Out • Delivery • Catering

sAr 110
m -9pm
iopm
SUN
4pm-

lunch menu av~llable

7 Alafaya Woods, Ste 1000, Oviedo

M-F 9-5:30 I SAT 9-4:30 ISUN CLOSED

407-706-021 7tax 407-706-0256

4.07-681-671

•-----------T-----------T-----------,
2 LARGE :2 MEDIUM: ~~E~/':iEN~E
1

CHEESE PIZZAS

$15 99
•

I
1

:

Toppings $1 .50
I
I additional each pizza I

CHEESE PIZZAS

:

TOPPING & 1 o

~~~~~~~:SE

I
1
1

$1 3 95

·I

•

I

:

WINGS(orKNOTS)
:
& 2 LITER SODA

:

4117-858-2443

Add $1 .25 for each
topping - each pizza

I
I

1
I

IHI AlaflJI TraB
1.i1111111• II Wlllllrl

•

$1 5 95
•

W/ONE TOPPING
& GARLIC KNOTS
Br 2 LITER SODA

$1 9 99
•

SATURDAY:
SPECIAL
I
$
99 SLICE 1I
1
•
1
:

I
I
1

I 11:00am-5:00pmONLY I
I
Pick Up Only
I

-----------~-----------4-----------~
------------------------------------·
FA~11LY SPECIAL $3.00 OFF $30.00 or MORE :
------------------------------------·

ALL MAJOR CREDIT

:.. _________
OFF ..

I
1

CH~~~D~~

TOPPING & 10
WINGS (or KNOTS)
. & 2 LITER SODA

10038 UNIVERSITY BLVD., ORLANDO

$13 99

~-----------+-----------·-----------4
1

s
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ACCEPTED • NO CHECKS PLEASE• NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
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